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After dropping to 95 in 2019,
the number of tiger deaths

breached 100-figure mark
again in 2020. At least 60 per
cent of these deaths have taken
place in the protected zones for
big cats in the country, as per
the data from the National
Tiger Conservation Authority
(NTCA).

The tiger mortality, which
stood at 101, 110 and 121 in the
three consecutive years before
2019, is now 105 deaths.
Analysis of the data shows
that last year every month
more than 5 tigers were killed
except in March when the
number was at 4.

The reason for the mortal-
ity varies from natural deaths,
human-animal conflict, includ-

ing electrocution, and poach-
ing. Developmental pressure
has been already taking its toll
on their habitats.

India is home to about 70
per cent of the global tiger pop-
ulation. Today, India has 50
reserves having 2,967 tigers.

Of the 105 deaths in 2020,
one has been categorised as
seizure and another poaching.
As per the NTCA, the country’s
nodal body working on welfare
and protection of tigers, in
seizures, a big cat is presumed
dead on the basis of the body
parts seized by authorities.

In 103 cases, the exact
cause of the deaths is yet to be
verified and investigation
details are awaited.

Madhya Pradesh topped
the list of mortalities with 26
tigers followed by Maharashtra

17. Kerala reported 10 deaths,
closely trailed by Karnataka
with 9 mortalities. It is the sixth
year in a row that Madhya
Pradesh has topped the list of
States with the highest number
of tiger deaths in the country.

Month-wise, April proved
to be lethal for the tigers when

the highest number of mortal-
ities was reported with the
country losing 15 tigers during
the period.

At least 60 per cent tigers
died inside the tiger reserves,
suggesting territorial infighting
among the predators for space.
Though the data available from

the NTCA does not specify the
cause of death in 103 cases,
experts feel that it may be due
to poisoning and electrocution
due to man-animal conflicts.

Forty per cent of the total
mortalities were reported from
outside the tiger habitats, which
the wildlife experts have
termed as a cause of worry.
They said that this indicates
that either the big cats were in
search of food or were forced
to move out in the fringes of
the reserves due to the loss of
their territories to the younger
ones. This leaves them vulner-
able, the experts said.

The total cases of tiger
deaths in four years (2015-
2018) are 418 which means on
an average eight tigers died
every month for the past four
years. 
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The makers of the Amazon
Prime Video series Tandav

on Monday apologised uncon-
ditionally after complaints that
one of its episodes had hurt
“Hindu sentiments”.

The apology came after a
case was registered against the
makers of the web series in
Lucknow and the Union
Ministry of Information and
Broadcasting sought the view
of the Amazon Prime on a
flood of grievances against the

series.
The statement from the

cast and crew of Tandav said,
“We have been closely moni-
toring viewer reactions to the
web series Tandav and today
during a discussion, the
Ministry of Information and
Broadcasting informed us

regarding a large number of
grievances and petitions
received on various facets of the
web series with serious con-
cerns and apprehensions
regarding its content hurting
the sentiments of the people.

“Tandav is a work of fiction
and any resemblance to acts

and persons and events is pure-
ly coincidental. The cast and
crew did not have any intention
to offend the sentiments of any
individual, caste, community,
race, religion or religious beliefs
or insult or outrage any insti-
tution, political party or person,
living or dead.

“The cast and crew of
Tandav take cognisance of the
concerns expressed by the peo-

ple and unconditionally apol-
ogise if it has unintentionally
hurt anybody’s sentiments,”
the statement said.

A complaint filed by an
Uttar Pradesh policeman said
that 17 minutes into the first
episode, “people dressed up in
a very bad manner to represent
Hindu gods and goddesses...
shown to speak in a very
uncalled for language... that
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Amid the ongoing talks to
defuse tension at the Line

of Actual Control (LAC) in
Ladakh, China has added fuel
to fire by building a village
inside the disputed territory in
Arunachal Pradesh. India says
it has taken note of the con-
struction along the border
there and has ramped its 
infrastructure development
projects.

The latest development has
rung alarm bells in the securi-
ty establishment in India. It is
apprehended that China wants
to maintain the pressure on
India by opening several fronts
along the 4,000-km LAC
stretching from Ladakh in the
west to Arunachal Pradesh in
the east.

The fresh construction
detected by satellite images by
Planet Labs shows that China
has built a new village of about
120 homes. The village is about
five km inside the Indian ter-

ritory. China has all along dis-
puted the claim, sources said
here on Monday.

Giving details about the
new construction, they said the

village is on the banks of Tsari
Chu river in the Upper
Subansiri district. Incidentally,
the Chinese troops in 1959 had
fired on an Indian post there.

“We have seen recent
reports of China undertaking
construction work along the
border area with India. China
has undertaken such con-

struction activity in the past
several years,” the MEA said,
adding, “The Government
remains committed to the
objective of creating infra-
structure along the border
areas for the improvement of
livelihood of its citizens, includ-
ing in Arunachal Pradesh.”

The latest satellite images
pertain to November last year.
The image dated a little more
than a year before that —
August 26, 2019 — does not
show any construction activi-
ty. So, the village was set up last
year. This was the same area
where the Chinese army last
year detained five locals.

The stand-offs now in
Ladakh are due to the Chinese
alarmed over rapid infrastruc-
ture development all along the
LAC by India on its own side.
However, sources said India has
not built any roads or infra-
structure development close
to the new Chinese village. 

They also said the maps of
the Surveyor General of India

earmark that the new con-
struction for the Chinese vil-
lage is in the Indian zone.

Reports said the new vil-
lage is a Chinese military post
and it was first detected by
satellites, including Google
Earth, about ten years back.
The new pictures of November
clearly indicate the post is vast-
ly upgraded, thereby posing a
challenge to the Indian securi-
ty forces.

The Indian security estab-
lishment maintains that the
coming up of this village is a
violation of several agreements
between the two countries.
The pacts clearly say both
countries to “safeguard due
interests of their settled popu-
lations in the border areas’’ and
decree that pending an ultimate
settlement of the boundary
question, the two sides should
strictly respect and observe
the Line of Actual Control and
work together to maintain
peace and tranquility in the
border areas.
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The Supreme Court told the
Centre on Monday that

the proposed tractor rally on
the Republic Day by farmers
protesting against the new farm
laws is a “law and order” mat-
ter and the Delhi Police is the
first authority to decide who
should be allowed to enter the
national Capital.

A bench headed by Chief
Justice SA Bobde, while hear-
ing the Centre’s application
seeking an injunction against
the proposed tractor or trolley
march or any other kind of
protest which seeks to disrupt
the gathering and celebrations
on January 26, said that the
Delhi Police has all the author-
ity to deal with the matter.

“Does the SC say as to what
are the powers of police and
how they will exercise them?
We are not going to tell you

what to do,” said the bench, also
comprising Justices LN Rao
and Vineet Saran.

The SC told Attorney
General KK Venugopal that it
will take up the matter for hear-
ing on January 20.

“The question of entering
into Delhi is a law and order
matter and will be determined
by the police,” the bench said,
adding, “Mr Attorney General,
we are adjourning the matter
and you have all the authority
to deal with this matter.”

Continued on Page 2
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West Bengal Chief Minister
Mamata Banerjee has

once again looked up to
Nandigram for a slice of polit-
ical luck and as an apparent
strategy to blunt the impact of
the defection of her erstwhile
spearhead, Suvendu Adhikari,
a powerful mass leader of the
region.

Mamata on Monday told a
huge rally at the “ground zero”
of what they call Trinamool’s
“farm revolution” that she was
more than eager to contest
from the place as this was a
lucky ground for her.

“I will fight from

Nandigram… Rather I will
fight both from Nandigram
and Bhawanipore… My soul
has told me that this place is
lucky for me… it is a holy
place… and that I should fight
from Nandigram… I have
always started my campaign for
the Assembly polls from this
place,” Mamata said once again
attacking the “turncoats” who

quit the TMC before elections
and vowing once again not to
let the BJP capture Bengal.

“You may win many elec-
tions, you may become all
powerful, you may be the
Prime Minister of India and
you may rule the world but I
vow from this holy land of
Nandigram that I will never
allow the BJP to enter Bengal,”

Mamata said, adding how some
people were quitting the party
as “all these years they have
earned huge black money
which they want to save.”

Mamata’s sharp attack
received an equally high-deci-
bel reply from Adhikari, who
led a road-show down SP
Mukherjee Road, past
Banerjee’s Kalighat residence.
He at once took up the chal-
lenge welcoming the TMC
supremo at Nandigram and
pre-declared the result: a
“hands down” defeat for the
Chief Minister.

“I welcome her to
Nandigram… which catapult-
ed her to power and which she
remembered after five years…
Let her contest from
Nandigram and if I am fielded
by my party there I take a vow
today that if I cannot defeat her
by a margin of half-a-lakh
votes then I will quit politics,”
Adhikari said.

Continued on Page 2
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After a 46-year-old health
worker died in Uttar

Pradesh’s Moradabad district a
day after receiving the coron-
avirus vaccination, the family
blamed his death on vaccina-
tion on Monday. However, the
autopsy report attributing the
death to “cardio-pulmonary
disease”, officials said on
Monday.

Meanwhile, nearly 3,600

healthcare workers received
the Covid-19 vaccine shots in
Delhi on Monday, a further dip
in the figures compared to
that on opening day of the
immunisation drive, with
sources saying just eight med-
ical staff got the jabs at AIIMS. 

The family of Mahipal,
who was working as ward boy
in State-run Deen Dayal
Upadhaya Hospital in
Moradabad, said he was not
suffering from any ailment
other than fever and cough,
and blamed his death on vac-
cination. However, the UP
Government said the man died
due to septicemic shock and
cardiac arrest and the death was
not related to the Covid-19 vac-
cination.

Continued on Page 2
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New Delhi: Protesting union
leaders on Monday said farm-
ers have a constitutional right
to take out their tractor rally
peacefully and asserted that
thousands of people will par-
ticipate in the proposed event
on January 26. The reaction
came after the SC said the
Delhi Police is the first author-
ity to decide the entry of
protesting farmers into Delhi.
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The parliamentary stand-
ing committee on

Information Technology (IT)
has summoned officials of
Twitter and Facebook  on
January 21 in connection with
the prevention of misuse of
social media.

The panel would discuss
measures of safeguarding cit-
izens’ rights and ways to pre-
vent misuse of social media in
the light of the evidence pre-
sented to it by the committee.

“Evidence of representa-
tives of the Ministry of
Electronics and Information
Technology and to hear the
views of the representatives of
Facebook and Twitter on the
subject ‘safeguarding citizens’
rights and prevention of mis-
use of social/online news
media platforms, including
special emphasis on women
security in the digital space,”
according to Lok Sabha
Secretariat notice. 

This would be the agenda
of the committee’s next meet-
ing. The sitting will be held
from 4 pm onwards on
January 21, it said.

The 31-member parlia-
mentary standing committee
on IT is headed by Congress
MP Shashi Tharoor.

Continued on Page 2

New Delhi: The Delhi High
Court on Monday said
accepting the new privacy
policy of social messaging
app WhatsApp was a “vol-
untary” thing and one can
choose not to use or join
that platform if one did not
agree with its terms and
conditions. “It is a private
app. Don’t join it. It is a vol-
untary thing, don’t accept it.
Use some other app,” Justice
Sanjeev Sachdeva said.
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It refers to “J&K calm but can burst with rage
any time: N Command” published on January
16, 2021. As per the PIB press release, the state-
ment made by the Army Commander,
Northern Command, was: “The internal sit-
uation in J&K is stable and under control but
has the propensity to flare up at any time.” The
phrase “has the propensity to flare up any time”
was condensed to an equivalent phrase “can
burst with rage”. However, there is concern
about the word “rage” that in local connota-
tion may mean “stone-pelting, etc”. Therefore,
the same has been changed in the web edition
with headline “J&K calm but has propensity
to flare up any time: N Command”.
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Gurugram: Gurugram report-
ed Co-WIN application glitch-
es in all its 45 vaccine session
sites on the second day of the
inoculation drive on Monday,
resulting in only 41 per cent of
the healthcare workers getting
the vaccine jabs, which was

lesser than the targeted num-
bers, health officials said.

The officials involved in
the drive claimed that they have
faced difficulties in operating
the Covid Vaccine Intelligence
Network (Co-WIN) applica-
tion due to the technical snags.

The app was developed by
the Centre to monitor and
track the vaccination pro-
gramme.

"We had sent SMSes to
alert the healthcare workers in
advance but on Monday the
application was not working
properly and sometimes it was
slow, so we could not uploaded
the details of the beneficiaries
and due to this we could not
achieve a 100 per cent target on

Monday," Virender Yadav,
Chief Medical Officer (CMO),
Gurugram told IANS.

The health officials said
that at the vaccination centres
they have faced some technical
issues while uploading the data
on the app about beneficiaries
receiving the vaccine, as the
application was reported to
have slowed down or some
time it showed network errors.

According to the official

data, out of 4,836 healthcare
workers only 2,881 were
administered the Covid-19 vac-
cine shots on Monday.

During the second phase of
the vaccination, four private
session sites have been select-
ed where Covaxin was given to
the health workers and
Covishield been administerd at
14 government and 27 private
facilities, on Monday," a health
officials said.

As per the plan the jabs will
be given on Monday, Thursday
and Saturday for the next four
weeks. In Gurugram, a total of
37,427 recipients will get vac-
cinated over the next four
weeks.

The private facilities
claimed that they were pre-
pared for the vaccine drive like
government facilities.

"Our doctors and staff has
done a commendable job

working round-the-clock not
only to serve covid patients but
also stayed in touch with their
family members through all the
possible modes of communi-
cation updating them about
recovery from the disease,"
said Suraj Bhan, Medical
Superintendent, Medeor
Hospital Manesar.

Bhan further added, "To
ensure seamlessness vaccina-
tion process, all preparation

such as training of the staff,
demarcation and sanitization of
the designated area were done
in advance. Response from
our staff member was very
encouraging and we have vac-
cinated over 65 healthcare
workers.

All the staff members who
have received the doses were
comfortable and have not
reported any adverse reaction
post-inoculation." IANS
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New Delhi: Indian scientists
and health warriors have risen
to the occasion and the vac-
cines being manufactured in
India will help our people as
well as humanity at large in
escaping from the COVID-19
pandemic, PM Modi said in a
message to Maldivian
President Ibrahim
Solih on Monday.

He conveyed this
to Solih on Twitter
while responding to
the latter's congratula-
tory message over
India's "landmark pro-
gramme" to vaccinate Indian
population against COVID-
19. "Congratulations to
PM @narendramodi and the
Indian government for its
landmark programme to vac-
cinate India's population
against COVID-19," Solih
tweeted on Sunday. " I ' m
highly confident that you'll be
successful in this endeavour

and that we are finally seeing
an end to the COVID-19
scourge," he said.

Responding to Solih's
message, Prime Minister Modi
tweeted Monday, "Thank you,
President @ibusolih. Our sci-
entists and health-warriors
have risen to the occasion."

"The vaccines being
developed and manu-
factured in India will
help our people as
well as humanity at
large in escaping from
the pandemic," Modi
said. B h u t a n

Prime Minister Lotay Tshering
and Sri Lankan premier
Mahinda Rajapaksa had also
congratulated Modi earlier for
the landmark launch of the
world's largest COVID-19 vac-
cination drive, hoping it would
mitigate the sufferings
endured by the people due to
the pandemic. 

PTI
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In a significant verdict on a
bunch of PILs cases relating to

the Sushant Singh Rajput death
cases, the Bombay High Court
on Monday told the media
houses “not to step out of their
boundaries too and thereby
enter the grey area beyond the
proverbial Lakshman Rekha”.

Taking a strong exception to
the questionable manner in
which the media depicted the
deceased and accused and  in
the process created an atmos-
phere of “prejudice for both”,
and tried to influence the inves-
tigations, a HC division bench
of Chief Justice Dipankar Datta
and Justice G. S. Kulkarni direct-
ed the media "to exercise
restraint and refrain from print-
ing/displaying any news item
and/or initiating any discus-
sion/debate/interview of the

nature”.
In his ruling on a bunch of

public interest litigations filed by
a group of IPS officers and
activists vis-à-vis the case relat-
ing to the high-voltage coverage
on the circumstances leading to
the death of  act Sushant in June
2020, the HC indirectly pulled
up the media houses from hold-
ing “trials” and trying to influ-
ence the ongoing investiga-
tions.       

Among other things, the
petitioners had sought the
court’s intervention to frame
guidelines to regulate the elec-
tronic media for reporting
ongoing criminal investigations
while safeguarding media free-
dom. 

The HC bench prefaced its
directive to the press and elec-
tronic media with the following
observation: “The measures we
would thus propose to remedy

the ills that have so long
remained unchecked for the
lack of strict enforcement of the
regulatory control mechanism,
in whatever manner it is avail-
able on paper, as well as lack of
proper understanding of the law
of contempt of court and the
procedures governing the crim-
inal justice system, are intend-
ed to safeguard the dignity of an
individual and his liberty - the
basic philosophy of our
Constitution”.

“We would do so, con-
scious of our own limitations of
not crossing the boundaries,
while urging the media houses.
not to step out of their bound-
aries too and thereby enter the
grey area beyond the proverbial
‘Lakshman Rekha’,” the HC
bench said.

Among the directives that
the HC bench gave to the media
--- while reporting on the death

by suicide to refrain from
depicting the deceased as one
having a weak character or
intruding in any manner on the
privacy of the deceased.

The Court asked the media
to refrain prejudicing an ongo-
ing inquiry/investigation by
among other things: referring to
the character of the accused/vic-
tim and creating an atmos-
phere of prejudice for both,
holding interviews with the
victim, the witnesses and/or
any of their family members and
displaying it on screen and
analyzing versions of witnesses,
whose evidence could be vital at
the stage of trial.

The HC bench also direct-
ed the media to refrain from
publishing a confession alleged-
ly made to a police officer by an
accused and trying to make the
public believe that the same is
a piece of evidence which is

admissible before a Court and
there is no reason for the Court
not to act upon it, without let-
ting the public know the nitty-
gritty of the Evidence Act, 1872.

The other directives given
to the media were to reform
printing photographs of an
accused and thereby facilitating
his identification, criticizing the
investigative agency based on
half-baked information without
proper research;  pronouncing
on the merits of the case, includ-
ing pre-judging the guilt or
innocence qua an accused or an
individual not yet wanted in a
case, as the case may be;  recre-
ating/reconstructing a crime
scene and depicting how the
accused committed the crime,
predicting the proposed/future
course of action including steps
that ought to be taken in a par-
ticular direction to complete the
investigation; and leaking sen-

sitive and confidential infor-
mation from materials collect-
ed by the investigating agency.

The judges also advised the
electronic media not to act in
any manner so as to violate the
provisions of the Programme
Code as prescribed under sec-
tion 5 of the CTVN Act read
with rule 6 of the CTVN Rules
and thereby inviting contempt
of court; and d. Indulging in
character assassination of any
individual and thereby mar his
reputation.

“These are not intended to
be exhaustive but indicative, and
any report carried by the print
media or a programme telecast
by a TV channel, live or record-
ed, ought to be such so as to
conform to the Programme
Code, the norms of journalistic
standards and the Code of
Ethics and Broadcasting
Regulations,” the judges said.
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From Page 1
Attacking the BJP

Government for taking in such
corrupt people into its fold,
Mamata said, “They are threat-
ening the corrupt leaders from
other party with jail and forcing
them to join them before the
elections … is it as though that
if you are in other party you are
a thief and as soon as you join the
BJP you are clean … as if BJP is
a washing machine.”

With more and more num-
ber of corrupt people joining its
ranks the BJP had become
“washing machine Bha Ja Pa
(read Bharatiya Janata Party)
…but people have understood
everything and they will teach
you a lesson this time,” she
added. Nandigram is also the
home turf of Mamata’s erstwhile
spearhead, Suvendu Adhikari a
powerful mass leader and a for-

mer Minister who quit the TMC
and joined the BJP last month.
Adhikari, the local MLA is also
the son of Sisir Adhikari a vet-
eran Congress and later TMC
leader and a former Union
Minister and a sitting MP.

Suvendu’s younger brother
Dibyendu who too is an MP and
his another brother a municipal
chairman afford the Adhikari
house at Contai in East
Midnapore the status of 10
Downing Street, people say.

Mamata’s sharp attack
received an equally high-decibel
reply from Suvendu who led a
triumphant roadshow down SP
Mukherjee Road, past Mamata’s
Kalighat residence. He at once
took up the challenge welcoming
the TMC supremo at Nandigram
and pre-declared the result: a
“hands down” defeat for the
Chief Minister.

“I welcome her to
Nandigram… which catapulted

her to power and which she
remembered after five years…
Let her contest from Nandigram
and if I am fielded by my party
from there I take a vow today that
if I cannot defeat her by a mar-
gin of half-a-lakh votes then I will
quit politics,” Suvendu said.

Alleging that Mamata only
remembers Nandigram before
elections, and accusing her of
giving repeated extensions to an
IPS officer involved in the
Nandigram firing, Suvendu said
“she (Mamata) is playing with the
sentiments of the people of
Nandigram… but this time such
a tactic will not work and her
party will be democratically
dumped into the Bay of Bengal.”

State BJP president Dilip
Ghosh who accompanied
Suvendu in the rally said Mamata
was so afraid of a defeat at her
home turf that she is escaping to
Nandigram but there too she will
face a humiliating defeat.

From Page 1
The panel had earli-

er too summoned repre-
sentatives of these social
platforms in the back-
drop of allegations that

they were showing par-
tiality towards a set of
political leaders in refer-
ence to ‘hate comments’.  

The Congress and
the BJP leaders had a
verbal clash on the issue
when the controversy
broke out subsequent to

Congress leader Rahul
Gandhi quoting a for-
eign daily that social
media gave more space
to BJP and RSS leaders.
The BJP had then alleged
that comments of its
leaders were often delet-
ed in social media. 

From Page 1
The Centre, in an applica-

tion filed through Delhi Police,
has said that any proposed
march or protest which seeks to
disrupt and disturb the Republic
Day celebrations will cause an
“embarrassment to the nation”.

During the hearing con-
ducted through video-confer-
encing, the bench said who
should be allowed to enter Delhi
and who should not be allowed
has to be dealt with by the police
as the court is not the “first
authority”.   The bench told
Venugopal that the apex court
is seized of the issue of farm laws
and “we have not said anything
on police powers”. The SC then
asked, “Are farmers unions
appearing today?”. Senior advo-
cate Dushyant Dave said he
was representing some farmer
unions in the matter.

Advocate A P Singh, repre-
senting one of the farmers’ body,

told the bench about the affidavit
filed by them requesting the top
court to remove the remaining
three members of the court-
appointed committee to resolve
the issue of farm laws and select
people who can do the job “on the
basis of mutual harmony”.

“We will hear everyone on
that day (next date of hearing),”
the bench said, adding, “We will
hear you in the same combina-
tion of bench”. On January 12, the
top court had stayed the imple-
mentation of the contentious
new farm laws till further orders
and constituted the four-member
committee to make recommen-
dations to resolve the impasse
over them between the Centre
and farmers’ unions protesting at
borders. The members of the
court-appointed committee were
-- Bhupinder Singh Mann,
National President of Bhartiya
Kisan Union, All India Kisan
Coordination Committee;
Parmod Kumar Joshi, Director
for South Asia, International

Food Policy Research Institute;
Ashok Gulati, agricultural econ-
omist and former chairman of
the Commission for Agricultural
Costs and Prices, and Anil
Ghanwat, President of Shetkari
Sanghatana.

Later, Mann had recused
himself from the court-appoint-
ed committee. The top court
had on January 12 said it would
hear the pleas against the farm
laws after eight weeks when the
committee would give its sug-
gestions to resolve the impasse
after talking to the protesters
and the government.  Farmers,
mainly from Punjab, Haryana
and western Uttar Pradesh, are
protesting at various border
points of Delhi for over a month
now against the three laws -- the
Farmers’ Produce Trade and
Commerce (Promotion and
Facilitation) Act, the Essential
Commodities (Amendment)
Act, and the Farmers Agreement
on Price Assurance and Farm
Services Act.

From Page 1
"An adverse event following immunisation (AEFI)

committee probed the death of the man in Moradabad. The
cause of death was septicemic 

shock and cardiac arrest and it has nothing to do with
the vaccination," the State's Additional Chief Secretary
(Health)Amit Mohan Prasad told reporters in Lucknow.

He said some persons were spreading false news regard-
ing the vaccine and vaccinations, and people should not trust
them. "The two vaccines (Covishield and Covaxin) used in
the country are safe," Prasad added.

A total of 20,076 healthcare workers got their first jabs
in UP on Saturday as Prime Minister Narendra Modi
launched a country-wide vaccination drive against the pan-
demic.

After Mahipal died on Sunday night, Moradabad
District Magistrate Rakesh Singh said a high-level medical
inquiry would be held.

"The case of Mahipal is exceptional and a high-level med-
ical inquiry will be ordered," he said while asserting that the
vaccines are fully safe and no major side effects have been
reported among others vaccinated.

Chief Medical Officer Milind Chandra Garg said the
cause of death was a cardiac problem.

"Deceased Mahipal's heart was found enlarged and it had
blood clots, according to the postmortem report," he said.

The report of the postmortem, conducted by three doc-
tors, stated that the death was caused by "cardio-pulmonary
disease" and there was "no relation with corona vaccine", the
CMO said.

He said some employees were suffering from fever after
taking the shots. "They were facing general problems but not
like Mahipal," he said.

Mahipal's son Vishal said his father called him to the hos-
pital as he was having breathing difficulty.

"My father was suffering from cough, but after vaccina-
tion he had a fever and felt a heaviness in breathing. On
Sunday, he was admitted in the Government hospital where
he expired at night," he said.

Mahipal's family members claimed that he never had any
cardiac problem and was "quite healthy except for the fever

and cough". "My father did not suffer from
corona even when he performed his duty
properly during the pandemic," his son said. 

Under the nationwide mega vaccination
drive launched on Saturday, a total of 4,319
(53 per cent) health workers against a tar-
get of 8,117 were administered the vaccines
at 81 centres across the city.

The sharp fall comes after one severe and
50 minor cases were reported, following the
vaccination drive on Saturday.  Various rea-
sons are being attributed to the low turnout,
including some technical issues and fears
related to adverse events.
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Delhi Bharatiya Janata Party
(BJP on Monday criticised

the Aam Aadmi Party’s (AAP’s)
new excise policy claiming the
policy is against the youth and
promotes crime.

State BJP President Adesh
Gupta said that, Excise Minister
Manish Sisodia reduced the
drinking age from 25 years to
21 years and has allowed to
open liquor shops till late
night,, will prove to be fatal for
people of the civil society.

Gupta also said that, due to
the excise policy of the Kejriwal
government, not only will inci-
dents of violence and acci-
dents relating to road rage
increase, the tendency of peo-
ple to drink alcohol will
increase, which can lead 
many families to the brink of

destruction. 
He said that, the Delhi

government could not provide
clean water to the people, could
not improve the standard of
education in schools, could
not open new schools-colleges
and hospitals, but has engaged
itself in making people drink
liquor and opening new liquor
shops. With this their intention
is clear as to in which direction
they want to take the people 
of Delhi.

Gupta said that, the
Kejriwal government should
immediately change the new
anti-social excise policy and
not reduce the drinking age. If
the government does not
change this anti-people policy,
then the workers of the
Bharatiya Janata Party will be
forced to come on roads and
protest against the said policy.
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Apilot working with a pri-
vate airline was killed after

a trailer truck coming from the
wrong side crashed into his
Honda accord car on the
Dwarka expressway near
Sector-114 late on Sunday
night.

According to the police, a
resident of Sector 109 in
Gurugram, Anmol Verma (40),
was returning to his home
from Delhi. At around 1.30 am
on Sunday, when he reached
the Dwarka Expressway near
Sector-114 a trailer coming
from the wrong direction hit
the car from the front.

The pilot was seriously
injured and was rushed to a
private hospital by some
passersby. They also informed
his friend Pankaj Kaushal about
the accident by using the pilot’s
phone. Kaushal is also a pilot
with another private airline.

Police said that the accident
was so terrible that although
the airbags of the car worked
perfectly, the pilot was injured
critically and later died in hos-
pital during treatment. The
front part of the Honda accord
was badly mangled after the
crash.

"We heard a loud boom
and it sounded like an explo-
sion. We weren't sure what it
was and we went to the acci-
dent spot and saw that it was a
horrible accident. We figured
that there was a lot of speed
involved. It was really terrify-
ing and it was sad to see it,” a
passerby told the police.

The trailer truck driver
abandoned his vehicle and is
still on the run. Police suspect
that the truck driver may have
been coming from the wrong
way on the expressway which
led to this accident.

“We have impounded the
truck which has a Haryana reg-
istration number. With the
number we are collecting infor-
mation about the absconding
truck driver. The body of the
victim has been handed over to
the family after an autopsy on
Monday,” said Sandeep Kumar,
station house officer (SHO) of
Bajghera police station.

The victim was originally
from Ambala. The pilot was
living in Gurugram along with
his wife and two months old
son for the last few months.
Anmol had joined the
Merchant Navy as an engineer
and later became a pilot.

A case of rash driving
under relevant sections of the
Indian Penal Code (IPC) has
been registered at Bajghera
police station against the
absconding driver, the police
said.
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The Aam Aadmi Party (AAP)
leader and MLA from

Rajinder Nagar, Raghav Chadha
on Monday visited schools in his
constituency and distributed N-
95 masks as well as hand sanitiser
bottles to students and teachers.
About 90 students of Class 10
and 12 attended school for the
first time after March 2020.

According to Chadha, com-
ing back to school post-lock-
down will be observed with all
safety measures.

“Students and teachers have
been provided with high-quali-
ty N-95 masks and hand sani-
tisers. We must make every
effort to ensure that teaching and
learning doesn't stop,” he said.

During his interaction with
the students, the Rajinder Nagar
MLA motivated everyone to
observe COVID-19 safety mea-

sures such as the proper wearing
of masks, maintaining apt phys-
ical distance at all times, and
ensuring regular hand hygiene.

Chadha said, "The Board
exams are an extremely impor-
tant exam for students of Class
10 and 12. They're at that stage,
where they'll need the right kind
of guidance before sitting for
such an exam. Students are com-
ing to school for the first time
since March last year. In fact, the
entire year has been extremely
tough on everyone. As such, I'm
happy that students could make
it to school, and I'm certain

everyone's efforts will bear fruit."
Talking about the absolute

importance of maintaining safe-
ty norms, Chadha said, "As I
have always maintained, the first
line of defence against COVID-
19 is the proper wearing of
masks, maintaining apt physical
distance and regular hand
hygiene. By observing these
small steps, we can go a long way
in protecting not just ourselves,
but also those in our vicinity."

Schools in Delhi had been
shut in March 2020, so as to con-
tain the spread of COVID-19. As
a result, all teaching and learn-
ing had shifted to online class-
rooms, to ensure the continuance
of education. Although schools
have been reopened for stu-
dents of Class 10 and 12, physi-
cal attendance is not compulso-
ry, and students will attend
school only with the consent of
their parents.
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The senior Aam Aadmi Party (AAP)
leader and spokesperson Saurabh

Bhardwaj on Monday said the Delhi High
Court has approved the allegations made by
AAP that Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) ruled
Municipal Corporation Delhi (MCD) has col-
lected Rs 221 crores from the retired employ-
ees in the name of cashless insurance in pri-
vate hospitals but did not pay a single penny
to the private hospitals.

Bhardwaj said that Delhi High Court
bench of Chief Justice BN Patel and Justice
Jyoti Singh has come down heavily on the BJP
ruled MCD saying that this is a criminal
breach of trust.

He said that the Delhi High Court
observed that the BJP ruled MCD has not yet
registered any of the hospitals under this
scheme this means that the BJP ruled MCD
has taken the money from the employees but
in reality has not initiated the process of the
scheme.

Bhardwaj said that this shameful act of
the BJP has created havoc among the 34,000
retired employees of the North MCD and

they are not getting any medical assistance.
“On one side they take and waste money

of the Arvind Kejriwal government and on
the other side they are doing corruption with
the money of their own employees; the sit-
uation so bad that the BJP’s own Central
Government also doesn’t believe the MCD,”
he said.

Bhardwaj said, "Some months back the
AAP raised an issue that the retired employ-
ees of the BJP ruled MCD are facing a lot of
problems related to medical assistance. The
retired employees of BJP ruled MCD had
opted cashless insurance scheme under the
BJP-ruled MCD and now they are suffering.
The scheme is that while retirement the
employee will pay certain money to the MCD
by which they will ensure a free treatment in
any hospital of Delhi. 
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The Delhi Police has arrest-
ed accused persons for

allegedly killing a 55-year-old
rickshaw puller to steal 
his vehicle and Rs 60 from his
wallet.

The accused have been
identified as Dilip Haldar (20),
a resident of Extension Ashok
Nagar, and Chhotan Singh
(24), a resident of New Ashok
Nagar.

According to Deepak
Yadav, the Deputy
Commissioner of Police
(DCP), East district, on Friday,
police received information
regarding an unidentified body
of a man in the bushes near
Dashmesh Public School,
Vashundhra Enclave.

“The throat of the man was
slit by a sharp weapon and head
of dead body was hit by stone.
On Saturday, the deceased was
identified as Jiban Mazumdar,
who was a rickshaw puller. His
rickshaw was also missing,”
said the DCP.

“During investigation,
police analysed the CCTV
footage and located the robbed
rickshaw. Later, police appre-
hended Singh on Monday. On
his instance, Haldar was also
nabbed,” said the DCP.

“Interrogation revealed
that the deceased was known to
Singh. On Thursday, they invit-
ed Mazumdar for a party and
took him to a ground near
Dashmesh Public School,” said
the DCP.

“The accused killed him
with the intention to rob
money and rickshaw. One
knife, rickshaw and victim’s
wallet were recovered from 
his possession,” he further
added.
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The Delhi Deputy Chief
Minister Manish Sisodia

on Monday urged the Union
Finance Minister Nirmala
Sitaram to treat Delhi at par
with the Union Territory of
Jammu & Kashmir in regards
to providing share from
Central Taxes and Central
Assistance to Union Territories,
and the Disaster Response
Fund.

During the pre-budget
meeting with the finance min-
isters of all States, and the

Union Territories, Sisodia also
pointed out that the share in
capital taxes for Delhi has
remained stagnant at Rs 325
crores for two decades now,
since 2001-02.

“Being the capital of the
country, and one the fastest
growing metropolises, the
Delhi Govt. needs to maintain
an infrastructure that meets the
world standard. We want to
improve the supply of civic
amenities to meet the demands
of the burgeoning population
that expects a quality standard
of living to lead a wholesome

life in the capital. Moreover, the
Delhi Govt. needs funds to
make huge investments in cru-

cial departments like education,
health, social, food securities,
transports, roads and hospitals

among others,” said Manish
Sisodia.

Sisodia also appealed to the
Union Finance Minister that
Delhi deserves its legitimate
share in central taxes to finance
the developmental needs of
the city, and accordingly
requires enhanced allocation of
at least Rs 8,150 crore in RE
2020-21, and Rs 8,555 crore in
BE 2021-22.

Sisodia also said that the
three municipal corporations of
Delhi are under extreme finan-
cial crunch, and merit the
same consideration from the

Central Government in receiv-
ing proper financial assistance
as do other states.

“Delhi had to also devolve
funds to the local bodies at 12.5
per cent of its net tax proceeds
on the basis of recommenda-
tions of the Delhi 
Finance Commission. The
Fourteenth Finance
Commission allocated Grant-
in-Aid of Rs 2,87,436 crore for
the local bodies for the award
period 2015-20 which works
out to be Rs 488 per capita per
annum,” he said.

Sisodia said that Delhi with

a population of approx. 193.86
lakh people should at least be
provided Rs 1,150 crore, along
with an appropriate annual
enhancement grant to the
Delhi Govt. for its local bodies.
Considering the dire financial
situation of the MCDs, Manish
Sisodia also requested a one
time grant of Rs 12,000 crore
which is the legitimate 
share of the Municipal
Corporations of Delhi over
the last 10 years. 

Sisodia also drew the atten-
tion of the Union Finance
Minister to receiving financial

assistance from the Central
Govt. In 2000-01, Delhi
received Rs 370 crore as central
assistance but has only been
provided with Rs 626 crore in
2020-21. 

Sisodia urged the Centre to
treat Delhi at par with the rest
of the country in providing
Disaster Response Fund. “The
Central Government released
Rs 11,092 crore to all the state
governments towards Disaster
Response Fund in April, 2020
but Delhi did not receive any
such support,” said Manish
Sisodia
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The Economic Offences
Wing (EOW) of Delhi

Police has arrested former CEO
of National Spot Exchange Ltd
Anjani Sinha for allegedly dup-
ing the investors by assuring
fixed returns on fictitious trad-
ing.

The accused has been iden-
tified as Anjani Sinha. Police
said that he was arrested on
Sunday from Mumbai.

According to Dr O P
Mishra, the Joint
Commissioner of Police, EOW,
the complainants alleged that
the brokerage firm M/s
Integrated Commodity Trades
Pvt Ltd, Barakhamba Road,
Delhi, through its directors
has cheated them by induce-
ment and misrepresentation
regarding commodity trading
on the platform of National
Spot Exchange Ltd (NSEL). 

"The complainants were
induced by the directors to
invest in commodity market
which is undertaken by them
as trading and clearing mem-
ber of NSEL, presenting it to be
completely safe, as being regu-
lated by the government
authorities," said the Joint CP. 

"Being the member of the
exchange, the alleged broker
was to ensure that at the time
of issuing the delivery order,
the seller of the commodity sat-
isfies his clearing member that
he owns and holds adequate
stocks of the required com-
modity," he said. 

"The trading cum clearing
member has to ensure that the
commodities purchased by the
clients or investors through
contracts were delivered to the
NSEL certified warehouses.
The warehouse receipts were to
be delivered by the member to
its clients at the time of the set-

tlement of the contracts," said
the Joint CP. 

"The alleged broker in col-
lusion and conspiracy with the
exchange (NSEL) and the sell-
ers (trading members) did not
collect the delivery orders and
the warehouse receipts where-
as the transactions were done
on behalf of the complainants,"
said the Joint CP. 

"It was alleged that ficti-
tious stocks were traded on the
exchange as a result of which
the settlement of contracts was
not done on the day of matu-
rity, causing loss to the com-
plainants. The alleged broker
had represented to the com-
plainants that NSEL is a nation-
al level electronic, transparent
and institutionalised spot mar-
ket which provides counter
party guarantee in respect of all
trades and which was regulat-
ed by Forward Markets
Commission (FMC)," said the

Joint CP.  
"Complainants alleged

Integrated Commodity Traders
Pvt Ltd, NSEL, its CMD
Jignesh Shah, CEO Anjani
Sinha and others for cheating,
criminal misappropriation and
use of forged invoices. During
investigation, it was found that
the alleged persons represent-
ed to the complainants that
their business method was
unique and has all the approval
of the Forward Markets
Commission (FMC)," he said. 

"The accused caused
wrongful loss of Rs 7.5 crore to
three victims through com-
plainant company and misap-
propriated the funds for its own
use. The NSEL has caused a
gross total fraud of Rs 5,600
crore to 13,000 victims. The
NSEL platform for spot trading
was designed by the manage-
ment of the exchange with
assured return investment

schemes. It was also evident
that the officials of the NSEL
were engaged in alluring and
inducing the clients, brokers
and public at large to invest in
commodity market through
NSEL being a fixed assured
return platform," said the Joint
CP. 

"All the activities were ille-
gal, unauthorised and nothing
more than that a ponzi scheme
in the form of money circula-
tion scheme. During investi-
gation, a team was sent to

Mumbai and accused Sinha
was arrested,” said the Joint CP. 

"During interrogation,
accused has disclosed that he
used to report to Jignesh Shah
who was the group MD and
Chairman. Shah was very des-
perate to generate profit in the
subsidiary companies. He
devised introduction of new
business concept in the NSEL
even violating conditions of
licence of NSEL given by
Ministry of Consumer Affairs,"
he said. 
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The Delhi Government on
Monday gave Covid-19

vaccines to more medical staff
at various hospitals, after
administering shots to over
4,300 healthcare workers on the
opening day.

According to officials, the
vaccination drive started at
the Rajiv Gandhi Super
Speciality Hospital at 10 am.
The immunisation drive in
Delhi was formally kicked off
on Saturday by Chief Minister
Arvind Kejriwal from the LNJP
Hospital, the state-run facility

which offered yeoman service
during the pandemic last year.

The exercise was carried
out at 81 sites, with nearly an
even split of government and
private hospitals, including six
central government facilities -
- AIIMS, Safdarjung Hospital,
RML Hospital, Kalawati Saran

Children Hospital and two ESI
hospitals.

The rest 75 centres, span-
ning all 11 districts of Delhi,
include Delhi government-run
facilities, such as LNJP
Hospital, GTB Hospital, Rajiv
Gandhi Super Speciality
Hospital, DDU Hospital, BSA
Hospital, Delhi State Cancer
Institute, ILBS Hospital; and
private facilities, such as Max
Hospital, Fortis Hospital,
Apollo Hospital and Sir Ganga
Ram Hospital.

In Delhi, a total of 4,319
healthcare workers -- 53.3 per
cent of those registered -- got
the vaccine shots on the first
day of the COVID-19 vacci-
nation drive, Delhi Health
Minister Satyendar Jain said on
Sunday.

Some people did not turn
up for coronavirus vaccination
at the last moment, he said,
adding that the government

cannot ask anyone to compul-
sorily take the jab.

He also said that the num-
ber of vaccination centres in
Delhi will be increased from 81
to 175 soon. Jain noted that a
similar trend was observed
across the country, with around
50 per cent of those registered
getting the jabs on the first day.

The vaccine will be admin-
istered on four scheduled days
of the week -- Monday,
Tuesday, Thursday and
Saturday. It will not be given on
Sunday, and two others days of
the week, when other regular
vaccination work will be car-
ried out. So, January 18 is the
first working day of the week,
since the mega exercise was
inaugurated by Prime Minister
Narendra Modi across the
country.

The Oxford COVID-19
vaccine Covishield is being
administered at 75 centres,

while Bharat Biotech-made
Covaxin doses given at the
remaining six facilities.

The city government has
received in total 2.74 lakh
doses of the vaccine so far from
the Centre, which would be
sufficient to cater to 1.2 lakh
healthcare workers, Kejriwal
had earlier said.

One "severe" and 51
"minor" cases of AEFI (adverse
events following immunisa-
tion) were reported among
health workers who were
administered the coronavirus
vaccine in Delhi on Saturday,
according to official figures.

An AIIMS security guard
had developed an allergic reac-
tion after receiving the vaccine.
He was kept under observation
of doctors, an official had said
on Saturday. "His current sta-
tus is not known... 51 others
were discharged aftersome
time," Jain said.
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APainted stork that was being
chased by feral dogs in a

Mehrauli park and a bat that had
taken up shelter in a temple in
Janakpuri were rescued and kept
under medical observation.

Two rescuers from an NGO
rushed with the required equip-
ment to bring the stork to safety.
Medical examination by veterinary
doctors revealed that the bird was
suffering from dehydration and
weakness and is currently under
observation.

"Juvenile painted storks have a
brownish plumage while the adults
have a white plumage with black

striped markings on the wings and
bright pink markings on the wing
tips", they said.

These birds reside near water
bodies such as wetlands, marshes and
agricultural fields. They breed in
colonies, and are often sighted nest-
ing on the western bank of the
Yamuna river, an activist said.

Colonies of wild storks have also
been recorded nesting inside 
The Delhi Zoological park, since
decades.

Afroz Alam, the concerned cit-
izen who called Wildlife SOS said,
“While sitting in the park, I noticed
a bird that was struggling to fly being
chased by feral dogs. It looked quite
weak and scared, so I tried to chase

away the dogs and called the Wildlife
SOS hotline for help.”

Kartick Satyanarayan, co-
founder and CEO, Wildlife SOS
said, “The Painted Stork (Mycteria
leucocephala) is a near-threatened
species, which is found across the
large marshes of the sub-continent.
Human-induced factors have led to
the decline in their natural habitats
and furthered their invasion. It is
reassuring to see that more and more
people are taking the right steps by
reporting such incidents to our
wildlife rescue hotline.”

Wasim Akram, Deputy Director-
Special Projects, Wildlife SOS, said,
“The stork is under medical obser-
vation and will take time to recover
from the ordeal.”

Following the rescue of the
painted stork, the Wildlife SOS
Rapid Response Unit rushed to the
aid of a bat that had taken shelter in
Shri Shiv Shakti Sanatan Dharm
Mandir located in Janakpuri.

Often the plight of urban wildlife
is dismissed because city dwellers
consider them to be a nuisance and
they are frequently met with hostil-
ity. Wildlife SOS works towards
changing this attitude and sensitiz-
ing the public to the presence of
urban wildlife.
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Union Minister of Road
Transport and Highways,

Nitin Gadkari, on Monday,
inaugurated Road Safety
Month where he highlighted
the central Government's com-
mitment towards safety. 

"Till now, we have been
observing National Road Safety
Week. But from today, we will
observe National Road Safety
Month. 70% of deaths are in the
age group of 18-45 years,"
Nitin Gadkari said.

Gadkari also said that there
is a need to save lives in the
country where 415 people are
dying every day due to road
accidents.

"If we wait till 2030, 6-7
lakhs more people will die. So,
we've made a commitment
that before 2025, road accidents
and deaths due to it will be
brought down by 50% with
help of people's participation,"
Gadkari added.

In 2020, the Central
Government had participated
in a conference in Sweden,
where a vision was conceptu-

alised - to have zero road fatal-
ities in India by 2030, he said.

"We had promised to
reduce such fatalities by 50%.
Tamil Nadu has done it, with a
success rate of 53%.," Gadkari
stated.

Providing details of his
ministry about an increased
target of per day roads con-
struction, Gadkari said, "We
have achieved the target of con-
structing 30 kilometres of road,
I believe that by the end of
March, perhaps we will achieve
the target of constructing 40
kilometres of road per day."

"World Bank and ADB
(Asian Development Bank)
approved two projects worth
?7,000 crore each. We'll receive
approval from finance ministry

soon. So, we'll spend ?14,000
crore to improve black spots -
death traps - on roads," the
Union Minister of Road
Transport and Highways
added.

The event at Vigyan
Bhavan was also attended by
Defence Minister Rajnath
Singh, Union minister VK
Singh and chief executive offi-
cer (CEO) of Niti Aayog
Amitabh Kant.

Globally India is one of the
worst-hit nations when it
comes to road accidents. India
accounts for about 5 lakh road
accidents annually, one of the
highest in the world, in which
about 1.5 lakh people die and
another 3 lakh become crip-
pled.
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North India will continue to
reel under the grip of an

intense cold wave for a few
more days. The Indian
Meteorological Department
(IMD) on Monday extended
the cold wave warning in north
India till January 22.

According to the IMD,
change in wind direction from
easterly to westerly/north west-
erly is likely to bring down
minimum temperature by 2 to
4 degree Celsius during the
next three days and after that
rise by 2-4 degree Celsius over
the northwest India.

RK Jenamani, the senior
scientist, IMD, said that the
warning for the cold wave in
North India has been extend-
ed till January 22. Earlier, the
IMD had issued a cold wave
warning for January 13-15 and
then extended it till January 18.
A few days back, the weather
bureau had issued a cold wave
warning for 13-15 January and
then extended it till 18 January.
A cold day is when the mini-
mum temperature is less than
10 degrees Celsius and the
maximum is at least 4.5 degrees
Celsius below normal.

However, Jenamani said
that the dense fog spread
across northern plains in
Punjab, Haryana, Rajasthan,
Uttar Pradesh and
Uttarakhand will begin lifting

from Tuesday. Dense fog will
begin lifting from Tuesday
over northern plains in Punjab,
Haryana, Rajasthan, Uttar
Pradesh and Uttarakhand. This
will lead to hotter days and
colder nights.

“A fresh Western
Disturbance is likely to affect
Western Himalayan Region
from 22nd January. Under the
influence of its interaction with
low level easterlies from 23rd
January; scattered to wide-
spread rain/snow likely over
Western Himalayan Region
during 22nd-24th January,” the
IMD said in a tweet.

“Under the influence of
lower level wind reversal from
easterly to westerly/northwest-
erly, Cold Wave conditions
likely in isolated pockets over
East Uttar Pradesh, Punjab
and Haryana, Chandigarh &
Delhi during 18th-20th and
West Uttar Pradesh and north
Rajasthan during 19th-21st

January, 2021,” the IMD said.
In Rajasthan, the night

temperatures dipped to near-
zero, and Pilani recorded a
temperature of 0.4 degrees
Celsius, followed by Churu,
which witnessed a temperature
of 1.9 degrees Celsius.
Meanwhile, dense fog could be
witnessed in parts of Uttar
Pradesh as major cities such as
Agra, Kanpur and Jhansi
recorded below six degrees
Celsius temperatures, signifi-
cantly below season's normal.
Moderate fog is expected over
isolated places in the state over
Tuesday and Wednesday. In
Punjab and Haryana too, the
temperatures remained below
normal levels. Bathinda record-
ed 3.4 degrees Celsius, while
Gurdaspur and Faridkot wit-
nessed 7 and 5.5 degrees
Celsius respectively.
Chandigarh recorded a low
temperature of 8.3 degrees
Celsius.
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COVID-19 pandemic has
revealed the need to invest

in health, and the call for sus-
tainable funding to the World
Health Organisation (WHO)
so that the global body can fully
respond to public health needs,
Union Health Minister Dr
Harsh Vardhan said on
Monday.

He pointed out that any
proposed increase in budget
needs to also consider the
global economic impact of the
disease.

The Minister, who chaired
the 148th session of WHO
Executive Board through video
conference, said the poorest
and most vulnerable are the
hardest hit by COVID-19 as the
impact of the crisis will reverse
hard-won development gains
and hamper progress towards
achieving  Sustainable
Development Goals,

Stressing the need to
ensure fair and equitable dis-
tribution of coronavirus vac-
cines, Dr Harshvardhan said
the pandemic has presented an
opportunity whereby “health”
has been placed on the global
agenda of Governments, part-
ners and donors.

He thanked the medical
professionals, scientists and
researchers as well as other

essential workers around the
world who continue working
under difficult and challenging
circumstances to deal with the
pandemic. He also offered his
condolences to the families
whose dear ones died due to
the disease, according to a
statement by the health min-
istry.

"We all know how difficult
the year 2020 has been for the
whole world… how humanity
has battled this crisis with all its
might, but it has also been a
year in which the wisdom and
evidence of science was judi-
ciously adopted. I call the year
2020 as the ‘year of science' and
a ‘year of incredible scientific
achievement.

“In less than 12 months,
researchers have characterised
a novel illness, sequenced a new
virus' genome, developed diag-
nostics, produced treatment
protocols, and established the
efficacy of drugs and vaccines
in randomised controlled tri-
als," Vardhan was quoted as
saying by the ministry.   

The Union minister also
expressed optimism that in
the current year, the unprece-
dented crisis caused by the
pandemic shall be mitigated
and successfully reversed
through committed political
leadership and sustained glob-
al cooperation and solidarity.
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Union Agriculture Minister
Narendra Singh Tomar,

on Monday said that the pre-
vious Governments could not
introduce these reforms
because of pressure tactics.

“These reforms will go a
long way in elevating the living
standard of farmers. Whenever
any reform is introduced,
impediments are bound to
come in the way,” Tomar 
said.

The tenth round of talks
between the Centre and 41
protesting farmers' unions is
scheduled for Wednesday at 12
noon at Vigyan Bhawan in the
heart of the national Capital.
Separately, a Supreme Court-
appointed panel to resolve the
crisis is also scheduled to hold
its first meeting on Tuesday.
The previous rounds of talks
between the Government and
farmers have failed to reach any
concrete results, as protesting
unions have stuck to their
main demand for repealing
the new laws, but the
Government has refused to do
so.

“Misinformation is being
spread across the country that
MSP (minimum support
price) is being discontinued

but the government has made
it clear that the MSP will con-
tinue. Procurement on MSP
has also been increased.
Pulses-oilseeds have also been
included in the MSP. These
laws were expected earlier but
the previous government
could not implement because
of pressure. It was the Modi
government that took a bold
step and brought these laws
passed in Parliament.. .
Whenever a good thing hap-
pens, there are obstacles,"
Tomar said while addressing a
national conference on recent
agriculture reforms, Myths vs
Facts organized by
Confederation of NGOs of
rural India.

The statement is being
seen as a reiteration of the gov-
ernment's stand that it was only
willing to discuss the laws

clause by clause and amend
them suitably – something that
has been rejected by farmers,
who called the last round of
talks “120 per cent failure”. The
minister added that the laws
were made after extensive dis-
cussions between experts, sci-
entists and farmer unions
based on recommendations of
a panel led by Professor MS
Swaminathan, the father 
of India's Green 
Revolution. 

He also cited agriculture
budget figures for this fiscal
against those in 2013-14 when
the PM Modi-led government
first came to power to showcase
the government's commitment
towards farmers' welfare.
“There will be a five-fold
increase in the agriculture bud-
get,” he added. 

On eve of the tenth round
of meeting, a delegation of
farmers representing over 270
farmer producer organizations
from Madhya Pradesh, Uttar
Pradesh, Assam, Karnataka,
Chhattisgarh and Odisha met
Minister of State for
Agriculture Parshottam Rupala
and appealed not to repeal the
laws.  Minister of State for
Agriculture Kailash
Choudhury was also present in
the meeting.''
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The Centre on Monday said
that avian influenza has

been confirmed in 14 States
across the country so far. Of
them, avian influenza has been
confirmed in five states in
poultry birds while in nine
States it is confirmed in
crow/migratory and wild 
birds.

“Further, avian influenza
has been confirmed in samples
of the dead heron from Tis
Hazari, and in crow from Red
Fort, Delhi and advisory in this
regard has been issued to Delhi
for taking necessary action,” it
said.

According to the ministry
of animal husbandry, culling
and sanitization operations
have been completed in the
epicenters of Latur district in
Village Kendrewadi,
Ahmedpur, Village Sukani,
and Village Tondar
(Vajrawadi) in Udgir taluk
and village Kurdwadi in Ausa
taluk.

Further, in Madhya
Pradesh (Districts of Harda and
Mandsaur) and Chhattisgarh
(District Balod), rapid response
teams have been deployed for
the culling of poultry birds
around one km radius of epi-

centers of the outbreak in poul-
try. Culling operation of poul-
try is continuing in the epi-
centers of Haryana (District
Panchkula).

“In Maharashtra, rapid
response teams has been
deployed and culling of poul-
try birds is underway in all the
affected epicenters,” it 
said.

According to the CRISIL’s
analysis that rated 87 poultry
companies comprising nearly
30 percent of the industry’s rev-
enue, the bird flu has chopped
around 30 percent off broiler
chicken volume, bringing down
daily chicken demand in the
country from 100 lakh kg in
December 2020 to an estimat-
ed 70 lakh kg in January 
2021.

Apart from this, the rating
agency added that wholesale
prices of broiler chicken have
crashed 20-30 percent from Rs
105-110 per kg in December to
Rs 80 per kg. Following this,
the overall revenue could
decline 30-40 percent in
January 2021 due to a fall in
realizations and volume.

It noted that as wholesale
prices usually correct sharply
following such outbreaks, the
fall in prices tends to be tem-
porary.
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Doctors have warned that
people should avoid drink-

ing alcohol or taking immuno-
suppressant drugs in the days
before and after receiving the
Covid-19 vaccine to ensure
that it works properly.

“People will have to
observe extra precautions dur-
ing the 28 days gap between the
two doses for the vaccine to
become effective. The benefi-
ciaries should also refrain from
visiting crowded places, wear
face masks, use sanitizers, min-
imise contacts and refrain from
consuming alcohol or
immunosuppressant drugs,"
said Dr Jugal Kishore Director
Professor and Head,
Department of Community
Medicine, VMMC and
Safdarjung Hospital in the
national Capital.

"It's a strain on the body. If
we want to stay healthy and
have a strong immune
response, don't drink alcohol,"
he said.

Dr Ramesh Keshav, Head
Cardiac Anesthesia
Department at the RML
Hospital in the national Capital,
who took the first shot on the
first day of the roll out of the
vaccine drive agreed saying
that heavy drinking and drug
abuse should in other times
otherwise also has to be avoid-
ed as they compromise with the
body immunity.

He cited the Union Health
Ministry’s guideline that said
that protective levels of anti-
bodies are generally developed
two weeks after receiving the
second dose of vaccines.

Dr Kishore explained that
alcohol consumption, intake of
steroids and tobacco may lead
to impaired liver function in a
person who has been vacci-
nated and the person’s immune
response may be compromised.

“In such a case, the person
may not develop adequate
immunogenicity and the pur-
pose of vaccination is defeated,”
he said.

In fact, existing scientific
literature on alcohol and the
immune system shows that
excess alcohol is an immuno-
suppressant so people who
drink a lot are more suscepti-
ble to infections, a view sup-
ported by the doctors world
over.

“Heavy drinkers have
many problems and poor
immune function is one of
them,” immunologist Eleanor
Riley at the University of

Edinburgh, UK said.
Heavy alcohol use is also

associated with a number of
other health problems, includ-
ing an increased risk of heart
disease, cancer, and liver dis-
ease.

While alcohol should be
avoided, a team of researchers
in their study has suggested
that health behaviours and
depression, stress, or loneliness
also have been known to alter
the body’s ability to develop an
immune response to vaccines
including the new Covid-19
vaccines.

The international organi-
sation Association for
Psychological Science (APS)
said that simple interventions,
however, may maximise the
vaccine’s initial effectiveness. It
quoted the study  which rec-
ommends exercising and get-
ting a good night’s sleep in the
24 hours before vaccination.
The report has been accepted
for publication in the journal
Perspectives on Psychological
Science.

Health experts say that
while vaccination programmes
are being rolled out in various
countries, not everyone will
gain the full benefit immedi-
ately. “Environmental factors,
as well as an individual’s genet-
ics and physical and mental
health, can weaken the body’s
immune system, slowing the
response to a vaccine,” as per
the APS.
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Out of total of 3,81,305 ben-
eficiaries, who have so far

been vaccinated for coron-
avirus since the rollout of the
anti-Covid jab drive on Sunday,
at least 580 adverse events fol-
lowing immunization (AEFI)
have been reported in the
country. The Union Health
Ministry said that seven were
hospitalised but none of them
was serious.

It also said that the death of
two persons soon after taking
Covid-19 vaccine in Uttar
Pradesh and Karnataka was not
related to the jab.

Manohar Agnani,
Additional Secretary in the
Union Health Ministry, while
addressing a Press briefing

here on Monday said that they
died due to heart related ail-
ments.  Agnani said “a cumu-
lative 580 adverse events fol-
lowing immunization (AEFIs)
and seven hospitalizations have

so far been reported in the
country since the nationwide
COVID inoculation drive
which began on January 16.
Majority complained fever,
headache and nausea, accord-
ing to the provisional data of
ongoing vaccination drive.

He said that of the two
deaths reported, death of the 52
year male from Moradabad,
UP (who was vaccinated on
Sunday and died next day is not
related to vaccination as per the
post mortem report. Death
was caused due to cardiopul-
monary disease.

Similarly, he said that the
second death which was of a
male (43), a resident of Bellary,
Karnataka  was vaccinated on
Saturday and died Monday.
“The cause of death is anteri-

or wall infarction with
Cardiopulmonary failure. The
post mortem is being con-
ducted,” he said.

The Government however
hasn’t given any details about
the adverse reactions happened
for which particular vaccine.

On Monday, till 5 pm,
1,48,266 beneficiaries were vac-
cinated across 25 states and
Union territories, taking the
total tall of the vaccinated peo-
ple to 3,81,305. On the first day
ie Saturday around 2 lakh peo-
ple were inoculated, said
Agnani.

Of the 1,48,266 beneficia-
ries who were administered the
vaccine on Monday, 8,656 were
from Bihar, 1,822 from Assam,
36,888 from Karnataka, 7,070
from Kerala, 6,665 from

Madhya Pradesh, 7,628 from
Tamil Nadu, 10,352 from
Telangana, 11,588 from West
Bengal and 311 were from
Delhi.

In Delhi, three hospitali-
sations were reported, out of
which, two have been dis-
charged, and one with fainting
is under observation at Max
Hospital, Patparganj.

In Uttarakhand, one of the
beneficiaries is stable and
under observation at AIIMS
Rishikesh, the official stated. In
Chhattisgarh, one beneficiary
is under observation, while in
Karnataka, two cases of hospi-
talizations were reported, he
said. "No case of serious/severe
AEFI attributable to vaccina-
tion till date," the additional
secretary added.
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The CBI has arrested a Chief
Administrative Officer of

North East Frontier Railway
(NFR), Maligaon (Assam), a
Deputy Chief Engineer, an
Assistant Executive Engineer of
NFR, an employee of private
company based at Guwahati
(Assam) and a private person
(relative of the arrested CAO)
in a case related to alleged
bribery of � 1 crore.

The agency recovered
�2.39 crore in cash during
searches at 26 locations, includ-
ing Delhi. Uttarakhand, Assam,
Tripura and West Bengal,
linked to the five accused per-
sons.

The arrested accused are
the CAO Mahendra Singh
Chauhan, Deputy Chief
Engineer Hem Chand Borah,
Assistant Executive Engineer
(AEN) Lamxi Kant Verma, an
employee of ABCI
Infrastructures Pvt. Ltd.
Bhupendra Rawat and private
person Indra Singh. 

“The total amount of �2.39
crore was recovered. The
searches includes an alleged
bribe of �1 crore, which
exchanged hands on Sunday.
During searches, a sum of
�18.5 lakh and �6.5 lakh have
been recovered from the
premises of Deputy Chief
Engineer and Assistant
Executive Engineer (AEN)
respectively. In addition, �60
lakh was recovered from
Dehradun and �54 lakh from
Guwahati premises of CAO, on

Sunday. Besides this, there has
been recovery of jewellery and
documents related to property
from these locations,” the CBI
said in a statement.

Earlier, the CBI had regis-
tered a case against the accused
persons and unknown others
under relevant sections of the
Indian Penal Code and
Prevention of Corruption Act.

It was alleged that the
accused were abusing their

official position for obtaining
illegal gratification. It was fur-
ther alleged that the arrested
director of the private compa-
ny was in contact with the
CAO in various on-going pro-
jects in the NFR region. It was
also alleged that on his
demand, the said Director,
through his employee, deliv-
ered a bribe of Rs.1 crore to the
relative of said CAO at his res-
idence in Dehradun. “The
accused allegedly exchanging
bribe money were caught yes-
terday. The alleged bribe of Rs
One  crore was recovered,” it
said. .

The agency had on Sunday
busted a major corruption
racket. It was alleged that some
senior public functionaries of
NFR were involved in corrupt
practices with private contrac-
tors for the on-going projects
under the division. The con-
tractors were allegedly being
facilitated in awarding the con-
tracts, processing of subse-
quent bills and release of pay-
ments by the public func-
tionaries in lieu of bribe, it fur-
ther said adding investigation
and searches are continuing.
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Etawah (Uttar Pradesh): Eight
cows were killed and six were
injured after speeding Rajdhani
Express mowed them down
near Tamera Ki Madaiya village
on Delhi-Howrah route in
Jaswantnagar area of Etawah
district.

The incident took place on
Sunday, between Jaswantnagar
and Balrai railway stations.

According to the villagers,
a herd of cattle was grazing
near the tracks when 14 of
them were mowed down by the
Rajdhani Express.

Eight cows died on the
spot, while six suffered critical

injuries.
The gateman and villagers

alerted the district officials
including SDM Jaswantnagar
Jyotsana Bandhu, who rushed
to the spot. The SDM super-
vised the rescue operation and
shifted the six injured animals
to a nearby gaushala for treat-
ment, said the police.

“We have shifted the
injured cows to a nearby
'gaushala' for treatment. It
appears that the incident
occurred due to heavy fog in
the area. Further investiga-
tions are underway in this
regard,” said the SDM. PTI
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It’s time for Republic Day and
celebrities in Kerala are agog

to know who are all those who
have made it to the list of this
year’s list of civilian awards viz
Padma Sri, Padma Bhushan etc.

People in Kerala are
obsessed with the titles of
Padma Sree and other Padma
awards. The year 2010 saw
film director Ranjith making
“Pranchiyettan the Saint”, a
movie that set the box office on
fire. The film is about a busi-
nessman in Thrissur who was
duped Rs 1.5 crore by a con-
man promising the former a
Padma Sree award.

The craze for these awards
is visible only in Kerala though
the titles come with a lot of do
and don’ts issued by the
Ministry of Home Affairs. The
winner is accorded State hon-
ors during his/her final rites
with police band playing the
Last Post and gun salute. The
winner is not expected to dis-
play the honorifics anywhere
including his/her visiting card.

There are no cash incentives
too. But there were reports
about a celebrity in the State
spending Rs four crore for this
title.

Perumbavoor, a small town
in Ernakulam district city has
a Padma Sree awardee who
does not have a house to stay.
Acharya Kunhol, a Sanskrit
scholar who works round-the-
clock for the upliftment of the
Harijans in the State was
awarded Padma Sree last year.
But he stays in a thatched shed
even one year after the title was
conferred on him by the
President of India.

Though it is customary on

the part of the State adminis-
tration to congratulate the
awardee, nobody from the
Kerala Government had
extended that courtesy to him
till date. “Chief Minister
Pinarayi Vijayan issued a state-
ment condemning the Centre
for not awarding the titles to at
least one person in the list of
nearly 50 persons that was
submitted by Kerala
Government. No need to spec-
ify that all the names in the list
were strong critics of Narendra
Modi. But Vijayan failed to
congratulate Acharya Kunhol,”
said K K Sudhakaran, secretary,
Tapasya and a close associate of
the Acharya.  

Last year, The Pioneer had
reported about the pathetic
situation of the hut in which
the Acharya stays. He had
expressed his helplessness in
offering a cup of black coffee
when a group of media persons
had called on him. “I have no
complaints against anybody
and am content with whatev-
er the God has given me,” said
the Acharya who keeps himself

busy by teaching Sanskrit to the
poor children around. Though
he has contacts with all the
leading politicians in the State,
the Acharya has not
approached any one of them
with requests for help.

His children are all named
after persons who revolution-
ized the world through selfless
services. Ambedkar, Golda
Meir, Martin Luther King, Sai
Lakshmi , Devadas and
Amritanandamayi!

Bobby Chemmannur, a
business baron from Kerala’s
Thrissur  has said that he was
approached by people in the
government with the offer of a
Padma Sree. “But when they
demanded Rs 50 lakh to meet
the initial expenses, I backed
out. Later I heard a Kerala
entrepreneur who paid Rs 4.5
crore was honored with a
Padma Sree,” said
Chemmannur who is known
for his friendship with late
Diego Maradonna. He refused
to divulge details about the per-
sons and the year of the inci-
dent.
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Ahead of the Republic Day
celebrations in Jammu &

Kashmir, Director General of
Police Dilbagh Singh on
Monday claimed there are
inputs that the terrorists are
keen to carry out some mis-
chief as they are desperate to
disturb communal harmony,
peace and order in the
region.

Chairing a high level secu-

rity review meeting of the
senior officers of Police, Army,
BSF, CRPF and Intelligence
agencies here in the police
headquarters the DGP said
that the year 2021 will have its
own challenges as new strate-
gies have been adopted by
Pakistan with new terror oper-
atives emerging on ground
which need to be countered.

Last week, a tunnel was
detected  along the
International border in the

Samba sector by the BSF
jawans. 

The security agencies are
still investigating whether the
same was recently used to push
armed infiltrators inside the
Indian territory or not.  On the
occasion DGP also directed
that the deployments for repub-
lic day may be beefed up and
the QRTs, escorts, guards will
have to be alert.

He directed that all
arrangements be made so that
26th January celebrations are
held peacefully. He said that
there are inputs that the ter-
rorists are keen to carry out
some mischief as they are des-

perate to disturb communal
harmony, peace and order. He
directed the officers to take care
of vulnerable persons and
places to thwart the nefarious
designs of enemies.He said
that well coordinated surveil-
lance systems must be ensured
to undo nefarious plans of the
enemies.

The high level security
review meeting was attended
by COS 16 Corps Major
General Sharad Kapoor, IGP
Jammu Zone Mukesh Singh,
IGP CRPF Jammu P. S.
Ranpise, DIG Udhampur Reasi
Range Sujit Kumar, DIG Doda
Kistwar Ramban Range  Abdul

Jabbar, DIG BSF Jammu S. K.
Singh, SSP Jammu Shreedhar
Patil, SSP CIV PHQ  Rajesh
Bali, SSP CID CI Jammu Tahir
Sajad Bhat, SSP CID SB Jammu
Rohit Baskotra and other
senior officers.

Meanwhile, in Srinagar
Inspector General of Police
(IGP) Kashmir range, Vijay
Kumar said that the three
youth killed in Lawaypora gun-
fight were involved in militan-
cy and that the police will
soon present ‘concrete evi-
dence’ to their parents.

He said that the bodies of
slain militants aren’t being
handed over to families in

view of the Covid-19 pandem-
ic as people would assemble in
funerals and break the Covid
protocol.

Talking to reporters on the
sidelines of a road safety week
function in Srinagar, the IGP
said: “We have collected 60 per-
cent evidence and in next days,
we will collect more evidence
including the technical one
and will first convince the par-
ents of slain trio that their sons
were involved in militancy and
were providing logistic support
to militants.”

IGP Kumar while replying
to a query that the father of one
of the slain youth has demand-

ed the body of his son, said that
because of the Covid-19 pan-
demic, bodies of slain militants
aren’t being handed over to
their families.”If we hand over
the bodies, people will assem-
ble for funerals and break the
covid protocol, which would
endanger the lives of people.
The bodies of slain militants are
being buried in the presence of
their family members.”

The families of the slain
youth have demanded a probe
into their killings, saying they
were innocent and were killed
in a staged gunfight. Several
political parties have also
demanded a fair probe into the

gunfight.
Earlier this month, the

families of the trio staged a
protest at the Press Enclave in
Srinagar, demanding a probe
and return of the bodies.

The IGP said that, of late,
youth are being lured into mil-
itancy as OGWs as they are
being provided with pistols
and grenades. 

“Yesterday, we arrested a
youth from Anantnag, along
with a pistol and grenade who
was tasked to kill someone. We
are at it and will counter the
trend through human tracking
and this is our top priority,” he
said.
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Kolkata: In a grim reminder for
the Election Commission of India
that comingAssembly elections in
the State could be splattered in
blood, supporters of Trinamool
Congress and the BJP clashed at
three places with rods and brick-
bats during a three-km saffron
rally led by Suvendu Adhikari and
Bengal BJP president Dilip Ghosh
in South Kolkata.

The incident tended to mimic
the December 10 attack on NJP
president JP Nadda’s convoy at
Diamond Harbour with a group
of Trinamool supporters cap-
tured on camera throwing brick-
bats at the BJP rally passing down
the SP Mukherjee Road some two
km away from Chief Minister
Mamata Banerjee’s Kalighat res-

idence.
The initial attack by the TMC

men sparked the clash when the
BJP men counter attacked,
sources said. “The BJP workers
then chased them right inside
their mohalla (locality) and beat
them up,” sources said adding the
clashes took place near Charu
Market, a few hundred yards
away from the Tipu Sultan
Mosque. The police rushed to the
spot and controlled the crowd,
sources said.

Subsequently the TMC men
too gathered at different places
and attacked the BJP men who
were returning from the rally. A
number of people were injured in
the skirmish, sources said adding
motorbikes and some shops were

also vandalized.
Reacting to Monday’s inci-

dent Adhikari a former Bengal
Minister said “we had obtained
the necessary police permission
for this rally but still they made a
scanty police bandobast making
room for some TMC men to
mount the attack… it was a pre-
planned attack as a few men were
seen pelting stones before disap-
pearing inside the lanes…But
these tactics will not work because
people of Bengal are with us and
they want a change.”

Bengal Minister Arup Biswas
however blamed the BJP workers
“who came from outside and
attacked our men who were just
fixing party flags for future polit-
ical programmes.” PNS
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ANigerian drug peddler’s effort to befool
the Narcotics Control Bureau (NCB)

sleuths fell flat on his flat, as the NCB –
though the doctors’ intervention --had a
dozen of Cocaine pellets extracted from
abdominal cavity where they had reached
after he had gulped seeing the agency offi-
cials come to arrest him.

The NCB said here on Monday that the
incident took place on January 14 when its
officials zeroed in on the accused Nigerian
Ifeamyichukwu Pius moving around a five-
star hotel at Juhu to deliver pellets contain-
ing Cocaine.

At that time, Pius had concealed Cocaine
pellets in his mouth. Seeing the NCB officials
rush towards him, the accused peddler

gulped a dozen pellets – containing 1 gram
each of Cocaine and the Cocaine pellets land-
ed in his stomach.    

Without losing any time, the NCB offi-
cials rushed him to J J Hospital, where an x-
ray and CT scan examination confirmed that
the pellets were lodged in his abdominal cav-
ity,The doctors extracted the dozen pellets
from his abdomen.  The retrieved cocaine pel-
lets were handed over to the NCB 
officials.

“Accused Nigerian drug peddler was dis-
charged from the hospital today. We are try-
ing to ascertain  his antecedents and also who
are his associates in Mumbai,”   NCB’s Zonal
Director Sameer Wankhede said.  

This is the first instance where a peddler
was carrying drugs in his mouth and dis-
tributing them to the customers.
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Bengaluru: The anti-cow slaughter ordinance came
into effect in Karnataka on Monday, with provisions
of up to seven years in jail and (or) a fine of up to
Rs 10 lakh for those 'illegally' involved in cow slaugh-
tering, smuggling or selling of beef in the State.

“All provisions of the Karnataka Prevention of
Slaughter and Preservation of Cattle Ordinance,
2020 to come into force from January 18,” the
Karnataka government has said in an order.

The new amended law bans transportation of
cattle within Karnataka or to other states. The trans-
portation is allowed only with due permission from
the competent authority and against the payment
of fee, if the purpose is to use cattle only for the agri-
cultural or animal husbandry activities.

The Karnataka Prevention of Slaughter and
Preservation of Cattle Act, 2020, which envisages
a ban on all forms of cattle slaughter and stringent
punishment for offenders, is a revised version of a
Bill that was passed in 2010 when the BJP was in
power.

Subsequently in 2013, Congress came to power
and the BJP's 2010 contentious Bill was shelved. The
Congress had reverted to the less stringent
Karnataka Prevention of Cow Slaughter and
Preservation of Animals Act, 1964, which allows
cow slaughter with certain restrictions.

While the 1964 law banned the killing of “any
cow or calf of she-buffalo”, it allowed the slaughter
of bullock, buffalo-male or female if it was certi-
fied by a competent authority to be above the age
of 12 years or incapacitated for breeding or deemed
sick.

Due to lack of majority in the Upper House, the
ruling BJP was unable to move this Bill there and
decided to take an Ordinance route and promul-
gated the Ordinance on December 28.

After the state Cabinet passed it, the Ordinance
was sent for the approval of the Governor Vajubhai
Rudabhai Vala. The Ordinance was formally
approved on January 5 and it is coming into effect
in the state from Monday onwards.

According to the order, three to seven years
imprisonment and a fine starting from Rs 50,000
to Rs 5 lakh can be imposed under this law and sub-
sequent repeat offences can invite fines up to Rs 10
lakh. IANS

Lucknow: All ten BJP candi-
dates for the biennial elections
to the Uttar Pradesh Legislative
Council on Monday filed their
nomination papers. Chief
Minister Yogi Adityanath was
present when the candidates
filed their nomination papers.

Among the candidates are
state BJP chief Swatantra Dev
Singh, Deputy Chief Minister
Dinesh Sharma, former bureau-
crat Arvind Sharma, Laxman
Prasad Acharya, Salil Bishnoi,

Govind Shukla, Kunwar
Manvendra Singh, Ashwini
Tyagi, Dharamvir Prajapati and
Surendra Chaudhary.

Earlier, all the candidates
reached the BJP's state head-
quarters where they were given
a warm welcome by party work-
ers to the beating of 'dhols'. The
candidates offered prayers at a
temple and then went together
to the Vidhan Bhawan, located
across the road, to file the nom-
ination papers. IANS
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The ruling Maha Vikas Aghadi
(MVA) partners – Shiv Sena,

NCP and Congress – wrested power
in a majority of the Gram Panchayats
in Maharashtra on Monday, amid
claims by the Opposition BJP that it
had emerged number one party in the
elections.

Given that the Gram Panchayat
elections are not fought on party sym-
bols, there was no official data on the
poll outcome. However, unconfirmed
reports indicated that the ruling
MVA had collectively captured power
in a maximum number of Gram
Panchayats in the elections to 14,234
local self-bodies that went to polls.

However, as per the election
results available till late in the evening
suggested that of the total gram pan-
chayats that went to polls, the candi-
dates in elections in 1,523 local bod-
ies were elected unopposed.

From the results trends available,
the ruling Shiv Sena had emerged as
single largest party with 1,900 gram
panchqyats in its kitty already, while
its  alliance partner NCP had also cap-
tured power 1,507 gram panchayats
and the Congresss had walked away
with 1,365 gram panchayats. On its,
the BJP competing neck and neck
with the Shiv Sena by winning little
below or around 1900 gram panch-
yarts.

On his part, Maharashtra Pradesh
Congress Committee Chairman and
State Revenue Minister Balasaheb
Thorat claimed that the MVA part-
ners had won 80 per cent of the
14,000-odd gram panchayats that
went to polls and that the Congress
had won a majority in 4000 gram
panchyats across the state.

“With these results, it is clear that
the people of the state have shown
their faith in the work done by the

Maharashtra Vikas Aghadi govern-
ment in the last one year. The BJP has
suffered a crushing defeat in the state
and the BJP leaders should accept the
defeat with open heart instead of mis-
leading the people by giving false fig-
ures,” Thorat said.

In a related development, former
chief minister and senior BJP leader
Devendra Fadnavis claimed that the
BJP had emerged as the number one
party in the Gram Panchayat elec-
tions. “In Vidarbha, we have scored
a pheneominal victory. In Konkan we
are getting good results. Especially in
Sindhudurg where Rane family and
Ravindra Chavamn worked, we have
won 80 per cent of the
Grampanchayats,” Fadnavis said.

Disputing the claims of a victo-
ry by Fadnavis, Thoart said that the
people of the state had shown great
faith in the MVA government and the
results of today's Gram Panchayat
elections have further validated their
trust.”In Kolhapur, Nandurbar, Latur,
Nanded, Amravati, Yavatmal, Nagpur,
Wardha, Chandrapur, Osmanabad,
Washim and Buldhana districts,
Congress has emerged as the No. 1
party. The people have shown faith in
the candidates of Congress, NCP and
Shiv Sena by defeating BJP in these
elections as well just like they did in
the recent legislative council elec-
tions,” he said. 

Thorat said that in the Vidarbha
region, the Congress party has
achieved great success and has won
more than 50 per cent of the Gram
Panchayats. The people of Vidarbha
have helped Congress gain unprece-
dented success in these elections.
Thorat also expressed confidence
that the Congress would emerge as
the number one party in Marathwada.
The voting percentage and seats of the
Congress had increased in
Marathwada.
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Thiruvananthapuram: Kerala on Monday reported 3,346 new
Covid-19 cases, said state's Health Minister K.K. Shailaja, adding
that the test positivity rate now stands at 10.11 per cent.

As many as 68,399 people are under treatment in various facil-
ities across the state.Ernakulam has the highest number with 574
cases, while Kasargod with the least numbers with 574 infections.

As many as 2,965 positive cases are through contacts.At least
17 fatalities were reported on Monday, pushing the toll in the
state to 3,480. 53 health workers have tested positive for the coro-
navirus on Monday.

2,09,786 people are under observation at various places in
the state. Of this 1,98,681 are under institutional quarantine, while
11,105 under observation at various hospitals in the 
state. IANS
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After decades of intransi-
gence, the Union
Government and policy-
makers in the education

sector have come up with a
National Education Policy (NEP)
which is more in tune with nation-
al priorities and contemporary
realities. This is so because the new
policy pays special attention to three
very important areas that have been
neglected for long — holistic and
multidisciplinary education, voca-
tional education and impartation of
skills and equalisation of opportu-
nity for digital education.

The Centre has drafted educa-
tion policies in the past. However,
like many things which were
thought of earlier, these plans have
fallen by the wayside for the lack of
foresight, funds and commitment.
Eventually they just ended up as a
string of shibboleths — high sound-
ing but vacuous prose — just
meant for the printer contracted by
the Government to make a killing!

But, this time it is different
because it seeks to diagnose and
confront the real problems that we
face in the field of education,  be it
early childhood care and learning,
curriculum and pedagogy in
schools, language education, holis-
tic and integrated learning, voca-
tional education and  promotion of
Indian languages, art and culture.
It is difficult in a single column to
cover all aspects of this policy, so
better limit the attention to just a
few aspects like holistic, multidis-
ciplinary and vocational education.

The NEP talks about the mul-
tidisciplinary approach of univer-
sities like Takshashila and Nalanda
where good education meant good
knowledge of 64 “kalaas” or arts
which included singing, painting,
chemistry, mathematics, medi-
cine, engineering and vocational
subjects such as carpentry, cloth-
making and soft skills such as com-
munication and debating. In other
words, it was holistic knowledge —
complete, comprehensive educa-
tion that gave an individual more
than rudimentary understanding
of various disciplines of learning
and equipped him/her for life’s
challenges. The NEP says: “The
very idea that all branches of cre-
ative human endeavour, including
mathematics, science, vocational
subjects, professional subjects and
soft skills should be considered arts
has distinctly Indian origins.”
Therefore, this ancient under-
standing of education “must be
brought back to Indian education,
as it is exactly the kind of educa-
tion that will be required for the
21st century.”

This statement of intent in
the NEP, if implemented with
utmost commitment, will revo-
lutionise higher education in the
country, which fell into the rut
of clearly separating the arts and
the sciences for decades as if
these disciplines were enemies of
one another. This policy was pur-
sued with such ferocity that
even students who acquired
Masters’ and Ph.D degrees felt a
sense of incompleteness to their
education and understanding
of the world, and consequently
lost out to their peers in the west-
ern world who were blessed
with holistic education.   

It is indeed sad that our
politicians, bureaucrats and edu-
cationists persisted with such a
policy that segmented knowl-
edge, put students into a strait
jacket and virtually prohibited
them from venturing into areas
outside their syllabus.

All those responsible for
this short-sighted policy must be
identified and asked why they
subjected millions of Indian stu-
dents to such mindless compart-
mentalisation.

The second issue is voca-
tional training. Since
Independence, Indians were told
that blue-collar jobs like running
a lathe machine or being a fitter
or turner in a factory; operating
a bulldozer or heavy earth-mov-
ing equipment; carpentry,
plumbing, basic electrical work
and so on were meant for the less
educated or those who passed
out of Industrial Training
Institutes (ITIs). Good middle

class boys would go to college,
acquire their degrees (with very
little skills) and become “boxwal-
lahs” or private sector executives
or teachers. The less fortunate
among them would become
Government clerks, whereas the
smarter ones would take civil ser-
vice exams and become babus.
Further, “safe” Government jobs
became the ultimate dream for
the youth. The system did not
ignite the entrepreneurial
instincts of students or challenge

them to explore new avenues.
Thus, persons with passable lan-
guage skills and a smattering of
English were the smart guys with
good incomes, whereas the ones
with real skills — the lathe oper-
ators, the electricians and so on,
who ran our industries and the
manufacturing sector, who kept
the country’s Gross Domestic
Product (GDP) rising —
belonged to a lower grade, the
working class.

This anomaly persisted for
decades because the Indian
middle class declared that a
degree certificate was a must to
enter its precincts and to be in
its marriage market.  This could
have been easily set right by
awarding degrees after three-
year training at an ITI to those
passing out. Finally, the new
NEP recognises this lacuna and
seeks to remedy it.

It is indeed a shame that this
convoluted middle class habit of
honouring skill-less education
was allowed to persist for over  70
years after Independence.

This has cost us dearly,
because the 12th Five-Year Plan
estimated that only five per cent
of the Indian workforce in the
age group of 19-24 years
received formal vocational edu-
cation, whereas it was 52 per
cent in the US, 75 per cent in
Germany and 96 per cent in
South Korea. That means the
most advanced nations have a
high percentage of youth with
vocational education, some-
thing that the Indian middle
class and policymakers scoffed

at. This happened because voca-
tional education was focused
largely on grade eighth dropouts
or students in class 11 and 12
who opted for vocational train-
ing. 

As a result “vocational edu-
cation is perceived to be inferi-
or to mainstream education and
is meant largely for students who
are unable to cope with the lat-
ter”, says the NEP. It also seeks to
overcome the social status hier-
archy associated with vocation-
al education. 

So, now, the plan is that 50
per cent of students through
school and higher education
should have vocational education
by 2025. It will also be possible
for students with vocational
skills to get Bachelor’s degrees.
Alternately, students in under-
graduate courses can join four-
year multidisciplinary pro-
grammes and walk out with
worthwhile skills apart from
their degrees. In short, the
apartheid created by the educa-
tion system separating the skilled
and qualified certificate holders
from the unskilled but “packaged
degreewallahs” will come to an
end. The day we see the skilled
workers getting their due, India
will take a big leap forward.

We must now keep the pres-
sure on the Government and
policymakers to see that the NEP
is implemented with utmost
honesty and diligence.

(The writer is an author 
specialising in democracy

studies. The views expressed are
personal).
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Sir — It is sad that the Supreme
Court on Monday refused to pass
any order on the farmers’ pro-
posed tractor rally which seeks
to disrupt Republic Day (R-
Day) celebrations on January 26
in the Capital. The apex court
Bench headed by the Chief
Justice of India (CJI) said that the
proposed tractor rally by the
farmers protesting on the borders
comes under the category of “law
and order” and Delhi Police is the
first authority to decide who
should be allowed to enter the
Capital and it was not the job of
the Supreme Court. CJI Bobde’s
order came as a great setback to
the Centre. Now, the chances of
violence on R-Day have
increased manifold as the police
might deal with the farmers in a
high-handed manner which will
in turn instigate the cultivators to
retaliate with force. 

Further, if any rally or protest
by the farmers disrupts the R-
Day parade, it will be an embar-
rassment to the country as it is
associated with the nation’s pride.
With this the Centre and the
Delhi Police are in fix as they
have no clue what to do now. 

Bhagwan Thadani   
Mumbai

�������	��������������
Sir — With Bengal Chief Minister
Mamata Banerjee announcing
that she will contest the Bengal
Assembly election from
Nandigram, politics in the State
has taken an interesting turn.
Now, the fight for the BJP is def-
initely not a cakewalk and the
party will have to devise its strat-

egy accordingly. The announce-
ment is significant as Nandigram
is the constituency of her former
right hand man Suvendu
Adhikari, who crossed over to the
BJP last month. Only the future
will tell whether the announce-
ment will help “Didi” and stop the
defections from her party to the
BJP.  She has also supported the
ongoing farmers’ agitation which

has been continuing for over 50
days in Delhi-NCR. In 2007, as
many as 14 people were killed in
clashes in Nandigram between
protesting farmers and the police.
In the subsequent election, the
TMC crafted the “Ma, Maati,
Manush” campaign and registered
a landslide victory.

Yash Pal  Ralhan  
Jalandhar

���������������	��
Sir — Taking cognisance of
complaints that Hindu gods and
goddesses have been ridiculed in
the web series ‘Tandav’, the
Ministry of Information and
Broadcasting sought an explana-
tion from the online streaming
platform Amazon Prime Video. In
the end the series has proved to
be one more case of controver-
sial cinema. 

It is quite clear that such
shows are produced only to cre-
ate controversies and get the eye-
balls. It seems that the makers of
the web series have deliberately
mocked Hindu gods and disre-
spected Hindu religious senti-
ments for their own selfish gains.
The show clearly reveals a lack-
adaisical attempt at portraying
India’s diverse polity. 

India is the land of peace,
harmony and tolerance. Nobody
has the right to hurt the senti-
ments of a religious community
just for the sake of entertainment.
So, it is in the interest of every-
one that such films should be
outrightly banned.         

Krishnan Ramani
Coimbatore
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Tamil Nadu
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In its findings on the Section 301 probe conduct-
ed under the US Trade Act, 1974, the US Trade
Representative (USTR) has inter alia conclud-

ed that India’s digital services taxes (DST) or the
so-called equalisation levy (EL) at the rate of two
per cent, unfairly targets US companies. The USTR
raised three aspects that, it alleges, are inconsistent
with global tax principles: First, the levy on US
companies has extra-territorial application; second,
DST is a tax on the firm’s revenue, not its income;
and third, it subjects US companies to double tax-
ation. 

The above findings could lead to the US impos-
ing duties on Indian goods; restrictions on import
of goods and services; restrictions/denial on
issuance of service sector authorisations; asking
India for compensatory trade benefits and taking
binding commitments from New Delhi to phase
out the levy.   

The stance taken by the US Administration is
untenable and totally unjustified. At the outset, let
us take a close look at the DST and the reason why
India had to introduce it.   

The operations of multinational corporations
(MNCs) are transnational, with entities located in
several countries involving a high-level of inter-
dependence and cross-border flow of goods and
services between them, as also direct supplies to
retailers and consumers. For firms such as Google,
Facebook and Amazon, who do business in digi-
tal mode, physical boundaries get blurred. They
structure their investment arms through a maze
of subsidiaries held outside India in low-tax juris-
dictions such as Singapore, Mauritius and Ireland
among others.

These technology giants invoice Indian cus-
tomers through these offshore entities despite hav-
ing significant revenue, users or paying customers
in the country, even as their Indian entity is craft-
ed more like a service company or commission
agent to the parent company located abroad. This
helps them in booking an overwhelming share of
revenues in the parent company (registered in a
tax haven) while a very small portion of
service/commission revenue and income is report-
ed in the entity registered in India.

In short, these firms make money from their
operations in India but don’t pay taxes to the
Government. On the other hand, India-based e-
commerce operators are subject to taxes in the
country for revenue generated from the Indian
market.

To address this anomaly, in 2016, the Narendra
Modi Government introduced EL with an intent
to tax Business to Business (B2B) and e-com-
merce/digital transactions. This tax is levied at six
per cent on the payment made by a resident firm
to foreign e-commerce companies for online adver-
tisements run on the latter’s platform. While mak-
ing a payment, the resident firm has to deduct tax
from the consideration payable and deposit it to
the department.  

Through an amendment to the Finance Act,
2020, the scope of EL was extended to all sales, gross
receipts or turnover of non-residents not having
a Permanent Establishment (PE is a fixed place of
business normally located in the territory of the
source country), who is providing the online sale
of goods or provision of services or both to a per-
son residing in India or a non-resident in specif-
ic circumstances, such as the sale of advertisement
targeted to the Indian market or sale of data col-
lected from it. This levy is at two per cent on the
sum received or receivable by an e-commerce oper-

ator and is payable directly to the
Central Government on a quarterly
basis.

Though the USTR has objected to
the two per cent DST, it is silent on the
six per cent EL on online advertising rev-
enue. All the aforementioned objections
raised by it are untenable. At the outset,
the levy does not discriminate against any
US company as it applies equally to all
non-resident e-commerce operators,
irrespective of their country of residence.
Just because out of the 119 companies
likely to be taxed, 72 per cent happen to
be American, does not mean that the lat-
ter alone have been targeted. 

Second, contrary to what is claimed
by the USTR, the levy is applied only on
sales occurring in the territory of India
through digital means. Consequently, the
charge that it has extra-territorial appli-
cation is baseless. 

It is ironical that the digital giants first
use a disingenuous architecture to show
revenue generated from Indian opera-
tions as happening in foreign jurisdic-
tions and then, claim that the Indian
Government has no right to tax their
profits. But, they and the US administra-
tion can’t get away from the fact that they
are making profit from their operations
on Indian soil. Hence, they are liable to
tax here. In the normal course, for a for-
eign firm having a PE from where it con-
ducts transactions — including sales
made in India — and maintains
accounts, receipts, expenditure, profit and
so on for local operations, the tax
department has a smooth sail. But tech-
nological giants don’t have a PE on Indian
soil. To overcome this hurdle, in 2018, a
committee set up by the Central Board
of Direct Taxes (CBDT) had mooted the
concept of digital permanent establish-
ment (DPE). The Income-Tax Act pro-

vides for levy of tax on the profit attrib-
uted to the Indian operations of such off-
shore enterprises in the country. The
committee proposed tax at the rate of 30-
40 per cent, depending on the user base
and revenues (only firms with a user base
over 2,00,000 would be considered). 

As a follow up, in the Finance Act
2018, the Government proposed that
“such offshore firms should be taxed in
India if they have a market presence
above a threshold to be defined in
terms of their customer base and rev-
enue.” But this needs an amendment to
India’s tax treaties with all its trade and
investment partners. Till that is done (a
time-consuming process) the
Government has levied tax on the
amount received or receivable by an e-
commerce operator. 

This brings us to the third charge lev-
eled by the USTR: “The DST taxes a
company’s revenue, not its income.”
Ideally, the profits (or income) made by
the foreign entity from its operations in
India should be taxed. However, in
view of the digital giants not having a PE
here and the concept of DPE yet to get
incorporated in tax treaties with India’s
trade and investment partners or till such
time an agreement at the international
level which is acceptable to all is reached,
a levy on the revenue is the only logical
way forward. However, efforts are already
being made under the aegis of the
Organisation for Economic Cooperation
and Development (OECD) to arrive at
a so-called base erosion profit shifting
(BEPS) framework agreement. The
OECD had released a draft report on
“taxing digital companies” on October 9,
2019, however, progress got stalled due
to the COVID-19 pandemic.

As for the accusation of US compa-
nies being subject to double taxation, it

is for them to sort out with the country
where it is incorporated (or country of
residence). Merely because they pay tax
in the country of residence resulting in
double taxation, it can’t be a valid basis
for denying tax to a jurisdiction where
it is legitimately due (India). Even so, sev-
eral countries of residence happen to be
low or nil tax jurisdictions or they pro-
vide set-off for taxes paid by MNCs in
the country of operation, effectively
ensuring nil tax.  

India’s right to collect tax is also in
sync with the stance taken by the OECD
under the BEPS framework agreement.
It states: “Profits of MNCs should be
available for taxation in the country
where their customers are, irrespective
of any physical presence in that market,
and that a formula should be evolved for
such taxation.”

To conclude, all objections raised by
the USTR on the two per cent DST levied
by the Indian Government on foreign
technology companies are baseless and
unsubstantiated. India must not yield to
the pressure tactics of the US adminis-
tration by withdrawing the tax. 

At the same time, India should work
for early finalisation of the BEPS frame-
work agreement at the OECD. It should
evolve a consensus on acceptance of the
DPE concept and also get ready with a
criteria for treating a foreign company as
a DPE. The criteria should give appro-
priate weight to three crucial parameters
i.e. the number of users, paying cus-
tomers or annual revenue. The tax rate
on such companies — treated as DPE —
should be equal to the rate applicable to
domestic companies to ensure fair play
and non-discrimination.

(The writer is a New Delhi-based 
policy analyst. The views expressed 
are personal.)
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US President-elect Joe Biden is
thrice-blessed. Not only did
he win the Democratic nom-

ination and then the presidential
election but as a result of the events
of January 6 — when supporters of
outgoing President Donald Trump
attacked Capitol Hill — he takes
office when the Republican
Opposition is in utter disarray and
likely to stay that way for a long
time. None of that was foreor-
dained, or even very likely.

“Just days ago the media and the
pundits had declared this candida-
cy dead,” Biden marvelled almost
exactly a year ago after winning the

South Carolina primary election by
a landslide. It had been dead, too,
until African-American voters in
South Carolina gave him their over-
whelming support.

It was the first primary he had
won, and it put him back in the race.
Two days later Biden won 10 out of
14 States on “Super Tuesday” and
practically wrapped the nomination
up. But if South Carolina had sched-
uled its primary even a few days
later, he would have gone into
“Super Tuesday” as a loser and prob-
ably been written off.

So he got lucky once but it was
a bad year for a Democrat to be run-
ning for the presidency. Donald
Trump was mocked and loathed by
the rest of the world and by almost
exactly half the US population but
Trump’s “base” didn’t care and the
US economy was in excellent shape.

The US media were doing their
best to make the presidential race
look exciting, because that’s what
they were going to have to talk and
write about through most of 2020.
But the fact is that incumbent US

presidents running for re-election
when the economy is good almost
always win. 

Biden’s second stroke of luck
came just 10 days before he won the
South Carolina primary, when the
first case of COVID-19 showed up
in America. By March it was run-
ning wild, but Trump, aware that his
re-election depended on a booming
economy, avoiding taking any pub-
lic health measures that would slow
it down. Other populist leaders did
the same. British Prime Minister
Boris Johnson has been a week or
two late on every pandemic-related
decision and Britain’s per capita
COVID death toll is even worse
than America’s. President Jair
Bolsonaro in Brazil downplayed
the COVID threat, as did Prime
Minister Viktor Orban in Hungary
and their people paid a high price,
too. But none of them were running
for re-election in 2020.

Trump’s refusal to back anti-
COVID measures like using masks,
social distancing and a countrywide
lockdown were driven more by

electoral concerns than ideology:
Stall the economy and he could lose
the election. But of course mass
death will also stall the economy in
the end, so he couldn’t win. He
ended up with a crashed economy,
4,00,000 COVID deaths and a lost
election, too.

And then, incredibly, he gave
Biden another gift: The assault on
the Capitol Hill by his followers two
weeks ago. In fact, Trump had
wanted to join the thousands of
hardcore followers who assembled

at Capitol Hill and had told aides in
the days leading up to the rally that
he planned to accompany them to
demonstrate his ire at Congress as
it moved to certify Biden’s
November election victory. But the
Secret Service kept warning him that
agents could not guarantee his safe-
ty if he went ahead. Trump relent-
ed and instead hunkered down at
the White House to watch television
images of the mob rioting he is
accused of triggering.

Before that attack on Capitol

Hill, Biden was facing a grim time
in office, with at least 70 per cent of
Republican voters and a majority of
Republicans in the House of
Representatives seduced by Trump’s
“big lie” that he really won the elec-
tion by a landslide and that the
Democrats had somehow “stolen” it.
It was Adolf Hitler, not Joseph
Goebbels, who gave the technique
that name, but it still works.

“In the big lie there is always a
certain force of credibility,” Hitler
wrote in ‘Mein Kampf (My Struggle)’:
“Because...in the primitive simplic-
ity of their minds (the great mass-
es) more readily fall victim to the big
lie than the small lie, since they
themselves often tell small lies in lit-
tle matters but would be ashamed to
resort to large-scale falsehoods.

“It would never come into their
heads to fabricate colossal untruths,
and they would not believe that oth-
ers could have the impudence to dis-
tort the truth so infamously. Even
though the facts which prove this to
be so may be brought clearly to their
minds, they will still doubt and

waver and will continue to think that
there may be some other explana-
tion.”

That is what Biden faced only
two weeks ago: A nightmare time in
office with the “big lie” rampant and
Trump its proud purveyor. And then
suddenly Trump, in his manic
determination to hold onto power,
sent his mob off to try a foredoomed
coup in the “Temple of Democracy”,
as American commentators call it.
End of game. Trump is discredited
even with a modest but significant
proportion of his own base and a
growing number of Republican
office-holders are in rebellion
against the party’s subservience to
the “Tangerine Tyrant.” Biden’s years
in office will be enlivened by a
vicious Republican civil war, quite
likely ending in a permanent split of
the American Right. This will give
Lucky Joe time to do some useful
work.

(Gwynne Dyer’s new book is
‘Growing Pains: The Future of
Democracy and Work.’ The views
expressed are personal.) 
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Washington: Ahead of the
inauguration of President-elect
Joe Biden and Vice President-
elect Kamala Harris on
Wednesday, the American cap-
ital has been virtually turned
into a garrison city, amidst
multiple reports of threats and
more armed violence by pro-
Trump supporters to disrupt
the events. 

In the aftermath of last
week’s Capitol riots,
Washington DC is preparing
for the scaled down inaugura-
tion of the 46th US President
with extreme security mea-
sures - closing roads, erecting
barbed wire fences and deploy-
ing more than 25,000 National
Guards along with thousands of
local police personnel and those
from other security agencies. 

The area in and around
Capitol Hill, a large part of
Pennsylvania Avenue and the
White House has been made

out of bounds for the general
public with eight-feet high iron
barricades being erected.

US Marshals are deploying
4,000 officers to Washington
DC. Major parts of the majes-
tic National Mall, which during
the inauguration is usually
thronged by thousands of peo-
ple, have been closed off.

The entire city is on high-
alert as authorities are receiving
multiple reports of violent
threats from various groups at
the level of the incident that
happened on January 6 -- when
hundreds of supporters of out-
going President Donald Trump
stormed Capitol Hill, disrupt-
ing the constitutional process of
certification of electoral college
votes.

The unprecedented vio-
lence forced hundreds of law-
makers to take shelter at safe
locations within the iconic
building amidst vandalism by

the mob. At least five people,
including a police officer, died
in the incident.

Despite the heightened
security concerns, Biden plans
to go ahead with the inaugura-
tion ceremony in its tradition-
al location. 

In addition to converting
downtown Washington D.C.
Into a fortress, security in and
around 50 State Capitols has
also been put on high alert to
ensure a peaceful transition of
power.

“I think this will be an inau-
guration unlike any other. It was
already destined to be, given
Covid concerns and some of
the limited seating and public
access. But having our fellow
Americans storm the Capitol in
an attempt to overthrow the
government certainly warrants
heightened security,” Mayor of
Washington DC, Muriel
Bowser, told NBC News. PTI 

Kampala: The opposition
party of Ugandan presidential
challenger Bobi Wine said on
Monday that police have pre-
vented top officials from going
to their headquarters in the
capital, Kampala, as they pre-
pare to launch a legal challenge
to Wine’s house arrest.

Police swooped in at dawn
at the offices of Wine’s National
Unity Platform, diverted traf-
fic, and stopped people from
entering, party spokesman Joel
Ssenyonyi, told The Associated

Press.
Wine, whose real name is

Kyagulanyi Ssentamu, was the
main opposition challenger in
presidential elections last week
that electoral authorities say
long-time leader Yoweri
Museveni won with 58 per cent
of the vote. 

Wine, who took 34 per
cent of the vote, has rejected the
official outcome as fraudulent
and insists he will use all legal
means to protest the “cooked-
up” results.

Wine’s party has said it has
video evidence of the military
stuffing ballot boxes, casting
ballots for people and chasing
voters away from polling sta-
tions.

Opposition lawmaker
Medard Sseggona, an attorney
for Wine, said he feared police
would seize any vital informa-
tion related to the elections that
was kept at the party’s head-
quarters. Museveni has dis-
missed the claims of vote-rig-
ging. high. AP

Washington: Kamala Harris
will make history on
Wednesday when she becomes
the nation’s first female vice
president — and the first Black
woman and the first woman of
South Asian descent to hold
that office.

But that’s only where her
boundary-breaking role begins.

With the confluence of
crises confronting Joe Biden’s
administration — and an even-
ly divided Senate in which she
would deliver the tie-breaking
vote — Harris is shaping up to
be a central player in address-
ing everything from the coro-
navirus pandemic to criminal
justice reform.

Symone Sanders, Harris’
chief spokeswoman, said that
while the vice president-elect’s
portfolio hasn’t been fully
defined yet, she has a hand in
all aspects of Biden’s agenda.

“There are pieces that

Biden may specifically ask her
to champion, but outside of
that she is at the table for every-
thing, involved in everything,
and giving input and feedback
and being a supportive partner
to him on all pieces,” she said.

People working closely
with Harris on the transition
resist the idea of siloing her into
any specific issue early on,
because the sheer number of
challenges the Biden adminis-
tration faces means it will be
“all hands on deck” during
their early months. PTI

Beijing: Chinese state media say
12 out of 22 workers trapped for
a week by an explosion in a gold
mine are alive, as hundreds of
rescuers seek to bring them to
safety. The Xinhua News Agency
said on Monday a note passed
through a rescue shaft Sunday
night reported the fate of the
other 10 remains unknown.
The note said 4 of the workers
were injured and that the con-
dition of others was deteriorat-
ing because of a lack of fresh air
and an influx of water. AP
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Moscow: A judge on Monday
ordered Alexei Navalny to be
remanded in custody for 30
days, the Russian opposition
leader’s spokeswoman Kira
Yarmysh said on Twitter. 

The ruling concluded an
hours-long court hearing set up
at a police precinct where the
politician was held since his
arrest at a Moscow airport
Sunday. 

Navalny flew to Russia
from Germany, where he had
spent five months recovering
from nerve agent poisoning
that he blames on the Kremlin.
He was detained at passport
control at Sheremetyevo airport
after flying in Sunday evening
from Berlin, where he was
treated following the poisoning
in August. 

Navalny’s arrest prompted
a wave of criticism from US
and European officials, adding
to existing tension between
Russia and West.

German Foreign Minister
Heiko Maas noted that Navalny
had returned of his own voli-
tion and said “it is completely

incomprehensible that he was
detained by Russian authorities
immediately after his arrival.” 

“Russia is bound by its
own constitution and by inter-
national commitments to the
principle of the rule of law and
the protection of civil rights,”
Maas added. 

“These principles must of
course also be applied to Alexei
Navalny. He should be released
immediately.” 

The politician’s allies said
Monday he was being held at
a police precinct outside
Moscow and has been refused
access to his lawyer. 

The court hearing into
whether Navalny should
remain in custody was hastily
set up at the precinct itself, and
the politician’s lawyers said
they were notified minutes
before.

“It is impossible what is
happening over here,” Navalny
said in video from the impro-
vised court room, posted on his
page in the messaging app
Telegram. 

“It is lawlessness of the

highest degree.” 
Calls for Navalny’s imme-

diate release have come from
European Commission
President Ursula von der
Leyen, the office of the UN
High Commissioner for
Human Rights, British Foreign
Secretary Dominic Raab and
top officials of other EU
nations. 

US President-elect Joe
Biden’s pick for national secu-
rity adviser called on Russian
authorities to free Navalny. 

“Mr Navalny should be
immediately released, and the
perpetrators of the outrageous
attack on his life must be held
accountable,” Sullivan tweeted.

The outgoing US secretary
of state, Mike Pompeo, said the
US “strongly condemns” the
decision to arrest Navalny.

Nevertheless, the judge
ordered that Navalny be
remanded in custody until Feb
15, Yarmysh said on Twitter.
Navalny’s lawyer Vadim
Kobzev told the Interfax news
agency that the defense plans to
appeal the ruling. AP
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Dubai: Saudi Arabia, for years
one of the world’s most prolific
executioners, dramatically
reduced the number of people
put to death last year, following
changes halting executions for
non-violent drug-related crimes,
according to the government’s
tally and independent observers.

The Saudi government’s
Human Rights Commission
said Monday it documented 27
executions in 2020. 

That’s compared to an all-
time high of 184 executions the
year before as documented by
Amnesty International and
Human Rights Watch. The
change represents an 85 per
cent reduction in the number
of people put to death last year.
Compared to 2019.

“The sharp decrease was
brought about in part by a
moratorium on death penalties
for drug-related offenses,” the

Saudi rights commission said.
When asked by The

Associated Press, the commis-
sion said the new law ordering
a stop to such executions came
into effect sometime last year.
The new directive for judges
does not appear to have been
published publicly and it was
not immediately clear whether
the law was changed by royal
decree, as is typically the case.

The AP previously report-
ed that Saudi Arabia last year
also ordered an end to the
death penalty for crimes com-
mitted by minors and ordered
judges to end the controversial
practice of public flogging,
replacing it with jail time, fines
or community service.

The force behind these
changes is 34-year-old Crown
Prince Mohammed bin
Salman, who has the backing of
his father, King Salman.  AP
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Geneva: The World Health
Organisation chief on Monday
lambasted drugmakers’ profits
and vaccine inequalities, saying
it’s “not right” that younger,
healthier adults in wealthy
countries get vaccinated against
COVID-19 before older people
or health care workers in poor-
er countries and charging that
most vaccine makers have tar-
geted locations where “profits
are highest.” 

Director-General Tedros
Adhanom Ghebreyesus kicked
off WHO’s week-long executive
board meeting — virtually from
its headquarters in Geneva —
by lamenting that one poor
country received a mere 25 vac-
cine doses while over 39 million
doses have been administered

in nearly 50 richer nations.
“Just 25 doses have been

given in one lowest income
country — not 25 million, not
25,000 — just 25. I need to be
blunt: The world is on the
brink of a catastrophic moral
failure,” Tedros said. He did not
specify the country, but a WHO
spokeswoman identified it as
Guinea.

“It’s right that all
Governments want to prioritize
vaccinating their own health
workers and older people first,”
he said. 

“But it’s not right that
younger, healthier adults in
rich countries are vaccinated
before health workers and older
people in poorer countries,” he
added. AP
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Equity benchmarks wilted
under selling pressure for

the second consecutive ses-
sion on Monday as investors
stayed on the back foot amid
lacklustre global cues. 

A sharp drop in the rupee
further sapped risk appetite,
though gains in market heavy-
weights RIL and HDFC Bank
cushioned the fall. 

After a choppy session,
the 30-share BSE Sensex ended
470.40 points or 0.96 per cent
lower at 48,564.27.

Similarly, the broader NSE
Nifty tumbled 152.40 points or
1.06 per cent to 14,281.30.

ONGC was the top loser in
the Sensex pack, slumping 4.59
per cent, followed by Sun
Pharma, IndusInd Bank,
PowerGrid, Bajaj Finance, Bajaj
Finserv, SBI and NTPC. 

Only four index stocks
closed in the green — Reliance
Industries, Titan, HDFC Bank
and ITC, climbing up to 2.37
per cent. 

HDFC Bank spurted 1.15
per cent after the country’s
largest private sector lender on

Saturday reported a 14.36 per
cent jump in consolidated net
profit to �8,760 crore for the
December quarter, 
driven by a surge in core
income. 

Global markets retreated as
rising Covid-19 cases clouded
optimism over economic
recovery, even as Chinese
shares rose after positive GDP
data. 

“Domestic equities wit-
nessed pullback for second
consecutive day as weak glob-
al cues continued to weigh on
investors’ sentiments...While
underlying strength of markets
remains intact considering
rebound in key economic data,

sustained growth in corporate
earnings in 3Q FY21 with
upbeat managements’ com-
mentaries and commencement
of vaccination process.

“Additionally, favourable
monetary policies of global
central bankers, weak dollar
and large fiscal stimulus in the
US are expected to ensure sus-
tain FPIs flow in domestic
equities. However, for the week
market is expected to be
volatile ahead of some crucial
global events. Further, as Union
Budget is just two weeks away,
rotational trading might be
visible in the market,” said
Binod Modi, Head - Strategy at
Reliance Securities. 
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Tokyo: Markets got off to a
slow start for the week despite
news that the Chinese econ-
omy grew 2.3% in 2020 after
a sharp contraction early in
the year. Shares fell in Paris,
London and Tokyo but
advanced in Hong Kong and
Shanghai. Most U.S. Markets
are closed Monday for a
national holiday. 

Investors appear to have
grown increasingly wary over
the deepening economic dev-
astation from the pandemic
despite hopes that Covid-19
vaccines and fresh aid for the
U.S. Economy might hasten a
global recovery.

Germany’s DAX edged
0.1% lower to 13,769.97 and
the CAC 40 in Paris shed 0.4%
to 5,588.28. In Britain, the
FTSE 100 lost less than 0.1%
to 6,731.23. The futures for the
S&amp;P 500 and the Dow
industrials both were down
0.3%. China was the first
country to suffer outbreaks of
the new coronavirus and the
first major economy to begin
recovering as meanwhile US,
Europe and Japan are strug-
gling with outbreaks. AP
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The rupee plunged by 21
paise to settle at a week’s

low of 73.28 against the US dol-
lar on Monday, tracking weak
domestic equities and a
rebound in the American cur-
rency.

At the interbank forex mar-
ket, the domestic unit opened
at 73.21 against the greenback
and swung between a low of
73.30 and a high of 73.18 dur-
ing the session. 

It finally settled down by 21
paise at 73.28, the lowest clos-
ing level since January 11. On
Friday, the rupee had settled at
73.07 against the American
currency. Meanwhile, the dol-
lar index, which gauges the
greenback’s strength against a
basket of six currencies, rose
0.15 per cent to 90.91.

“Indian rupee depreciated
amid strong dollar and risk
aversion in the domestic mar-
kets,” said Saif Mukadam,
Research Analyst, Sharekhan
by BNP Paribas.

Demand for the US dollar
increased on worries over ris-
ing coronavirus cases across the
globe and decline in stock
markets. 
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The Delhi High Court on
Monday said that according

to the Supreme Court’s decision
on withdrawal of money by
depositors of scam-hit PMC
bank for exigencies, excep-
tions can be carved out for
urgent medical and educa-
tional requirements.

A Bench of Chief Justice
DN Patel and Justice Jyoti
Singh asked the depositors,
whose needs have been high-
lighted before the court in a
PIL, to once again approach the
RBI-appointed administrator of
PMC bank giving details of

their financial needs along for
medical or educational reasons
within three weeks.

The Bench asked the
administrator to look into the
applications by the depositors
and take a decision within a
further period of two weeks
and communicate the same to
the court before the next date
of hearing on February 26.

During the hearing, the
Reserve Bank of India (RBI) told
the court that the apex court
asked it to consider the educa-
tional and medical requirements
of depositors as per directives
issued by the top bank.

RBI said its directives only

provide for considering med-
ical emergencies and not edu-
cational emergencies which
everyone would have.

The Bench, however, said
the apex court has clearly men-
tioned both medical and edu-
cational emergencies and it
was going to go by that.

The court was hearing an
application by consumer rights
activist Bejon Kumar Misra
seeking directions to the RBI to
consider other needs of PMC
Bank depositors such as edu-
cation, weddings and dire
financial position, not just seri-
ous medical emergencies as
being done at present.

New Delhi: The Finance
Ministry on Monday released
the 12th instalment of �6,000
crore to States to meet the GST
compensation shortfall, tak-
ing the total amount released so
far under this window to
�72,000 crore.

The Centre had set up a
special borrowing window in
October 2020 to meet the esti-
mated shortfall of �1.10 lakh
crore in revenue arising on
account of implementation of

GST. The ministry in a state-
ment said it has released the
12th weekly instalment of
�6,000 crore to the states to
meet the GST compensation
shortfall. Out of this, an
amount of �5,516.60 crore has
been released to 23 States and
�483.40 crore has been released
to the 3 Union Territories (UT)
with Legislative Assembly
(Delhi, J&K & Puducherry),
who are members of the GST
Council. PTI
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The Reserve Bank of India (RBI) is likely to
spend at least $20 billion more to support the

rupee and increase the forex kitty through the
reminder of the financial year, taking its overall
forex intervention to $93 billion, according to a
report.

The report by the Wall Street brokerage Bank
of America Securities also expects the central
bank to raise banks’ HTM (held-to-maturity) lim-
its of excess government securities by 2 per cent
of their books to fund the fiscal deficit if high
forex intervention limits its open market oper-
ations (OMOs).

New Delhi: As part of pre-
Budget deliberations, Finance
Minister Nirmala Sitharaman
on Monday held a meeting
with State Finance Ministers
who suggested steps to revive
growth and boost revenue col-
lection against the backdrop of
Covid-19 crisis.

The Finance Ministry in a
statement said the meeting
was held through video con-
ference and was attended by
Chief Ministers, deputy Chief

Ministers, Finance Ministers,
Ministers and senior officers
from the States and Union
Territories and the Union
Government.

Sitharaman highlighted the
importance of this meeting as
a sign of cooperative federalism
and indicated the manner in
which the Union Government
was strongly supportive of
States/Union Territories (with
Legislature) fight against the
pandemic. PTI
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��������� Also known as
gur, jaggery makes for the
best companion for winters.
It is not only better than
white sugar, but it also offers
several health benefits.

It prevents constipation by
aiding digestion. It activates
the digestive enzymes in our
body, thus helps in proper
digestion of food. That’s
why many people prefer eat-
ing jaggery after a meal.

It acts as a detox,
as it helps cleanse
the liver by flushing
out nasty toxins
from the body.

Jagger y is
also loaded with
antioxidants and
minerals like zinc and
selenium, which help
prevent free-radicals;

responsible for early ageing. 
It helps boost resistance

against infections, hence
building stronger immunity.

Eating a piece of jaggery
daily can help women combat
PMS symptoms including
mood swings, menstrual

cramps and abdomi-
nal pain.

As we enter the New Year
with the hope of things
returning to normal in
the days to come, our

country might need to brace itself
for yet another virus attack. 

Currently, the country with
more than one billion population
is facing a double whammy with
coronavirus and avian flu looming
large. The Covid-19 pandemic has
already brought our lives to a
screeching halt in the past eleven
months and to add to this, bird flu
or avian flu has knocked on the
doors yet again. 

With the country going
through a tough time facing two
major diseases at the same time,
people are bombarded with so
much information that they can't
seem contemplate the difference
between the diseases.

To address the dilemma, let us
figure out the differences between
the two:

What Is Avian Flu?
Bird flu or Avian influenza is

caused by the H5N1 influenza
virus, which occasionally infects
humans. These viruses are found
worldwide among wild aquatic
birds and can infect domestic
poultry and other bird and animal
species. 

According to the WHO, avian
flu is not normally known to
infect humans, however, sporadic
human infections have occurred in
the past. Since the first case of
human infection in 1997, nearly 60
per cent of the people who have
been infected with H5N1 have
been killed. 

What Is COVID-19?
COVID-19 is caused by a

newly discovered coronavirus that
affects the respiratory system and
brings about many illnesses,
including the common cold and
flu. The disease is likely to take a
severe turn in elderly and people
with co-morbidities. Most people
infected with COVID-19 virus
experience mild to moderate res-
piratory illness, and may recover
soon, says the WHO.

Both bird flu and COVID-19
being flu-like illnesses present
with overlapping features and it
can be difficult to differentiate
between the two.

According to experts, the two
illnesses present with symptoms
including fever, cough, cold, body
ache and breathlessness. In addi-
tion, patients with bird flu are like-
ly to develop encephalopathy
(damage to the brain) and confu-
sion.  Covid-19 patients on the
other hand, often present with
diarrhoea and loss of sense of smell
and taste. 

While avian influenza rarely
spreads from one human to anoth-
er, Covid-19, on the contrary is
highly contagious and spreads
rapidly between human. The
Coronavirus has a low mortality
rate — around 1-3 per cent glob-
ally which is the opposite of avian
flu that has a high mortality rate.  

Today, people are having a lot
of questions or doubts about con-
suming meat during this bird flu
epidemic and also what precau-
tions needs to be taken. People
should not panic and tackle this sit-
uation calmly. The most com-
monly consumed poultry products
are chicken, eggs or ducks in
India. 

According to the UN food
and agriculture organisation if the
meat is cooked properly then it
would be safe to consume it. The
precautions one must take is
throughout the cooking process of
chicken or any meat one needs to
make sure that the boiling temper-
ature or cooking temperature is
above 70 degree Celsius and dur-
ing this cooking process no part of
the meat should be left uncooked,
half cooked or raw. Any poultry
product cooked above 70 degree
Celsius would be safe and non-
infected to consume. 

People who have habit of eat-
ing raw eggs or raw meat especial-
ly raw eggs should be strictly
avoided. Also poultry workers
should wear protective gear while
working in the farm or touching
any infected animal. 

If you see any kind of symp-
toms or infection in your body
immediately consult a doctor. Till
date we have not found any case of
a patient who have cooked the meat
properly and has been infected
with the bird flu therefore, no need
to panic.

Coronavirus is still an active
outbreak and with the onset of avian
flu, it’s all the more important to take
steps to reduce both your chance of
contracting it and spread of disease
if you do fall ill. Therefore, do not
forget to practice social distancing,
wear a mask where necessary, and
wash your hands frequently with
alcohol-based hand rub or soap and
water. Also, seek timely medical care
if you have fever, cough and diffi-
culty breathing.
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When you have Diabetes, it’s pivotal to take care of your kid-
neys as they perform an important job of filtering waste

and removing it from your blood, maintaining water balance,
taking care of bone health, synthesis of vitamin D & erythro-
poietin a substance which maintains level of hemoglobin. But
Diabetes can damage the kidneys and can result in progressive
loss of its function. This becomes the leading cause of kidney
failure globally. People with advance kidney failure need either
dialysis or a kidney transplant. However, one can slow down the
progression of kidney damage and keep it from getting worse
by making certain modifications in their lifestyle, diet and being
vigilant towards their health, besides seeking consultation from
a Nephrologist. 

Also, care during winters is especially essential for Diabetes
patients. As the days shorten, we experience less of the sun, which
can be a real mental challenge. The lack of sunlight means
increased levels of stress and tiredness. Excess winters stresses
and strains the body. This stress often releases hormones such
as adrenalin and cortisol. These survival hormones cause the liver
to release more glucose for energy, which can result in higher-

than-normal blood sugar levels.
Similarly, the cold weather can
predispose to clotting as the
blood become thicker in this
season, coupled with dimin-
ished physical activity in win-
ter months. Such conditionscan
pose serious threats to the lives
of Diabetic patients, who also
tend to have increased blood
pressure. 

Besides the temperature
and weather conditions, blood
sugar depends upon hydra-
tion, exercise, and the food you
eat, but hydration is probably
the single most important ele-
ment to help us stay healthy
outdoors. People suffering from
Diabetes are prone to dehydra-
tion, which can become dan-
gerous if left unchecked
because it can lead to
Diabeticketoacidosis. At the

same time, dehydration can cause confusion, which may make
a person unaware of low blood sugar. Therefore it’s essential for
Diabetes patients to remain well hydrated in winters and should
test their blood sugar more frequently. 

Taking care of kidneys
�Control your blood pressure. High BP is more likely to cause

kidney damage. It becomes essential to keep a check on BP for
cardiovascular and renal health. If BP increases, it canpotential-
ly lead to kidney damage. Keeping recommended cholesterol lev-
els is also essential for patients with Hypertension.

�Good diet. Avoid eating junk foods. They contain lot of
salt as preservative. And salt intake is directly related to
Hypertension.Your diet shouldn’t have too much sugar as it pro-
duces an excess of toxins in your body. A diet based on fruits,
vegetables, cereals, grains, and a high amount of fiber is the best
way to take care of these vital organs.

�Keep yourself well hydrated. Adequate hydration helps our
kidneys dissolve and eliminate toxins and waste products from
our body. Literally speaking our kidneys and other organs might
dry out if we don’t drink enough water. This means that they'll
re-absorb or will be able to filter less toxins which will then accu-
mulate in the body.
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The cold breeze is sure
to give many a
headache if  they

don’t prefer to cover their
head with a scarf or cap.

As painful as it can be,
it is just as annoying.
Here are a few
remedies that
can help clear
up a head
cold.

F i r s t ,
keep your-
self hydrat-
ed. Drink
plenty of
water. It will
help clear out the
mucus and promote
nasal drainage thereby
relieving the pain caused by
cold.

Second, try warm com-
press. Moisten a washcloth
with warm water and apply
it to your face a few times a

day. This will help relieve
the pain.

Third, try a deconges-
tant. Over-the-counter
decongestants can help
decrease swelling and con-

gestion by opening up
your nasal passages

and decreasing
the pain and

pressure.
Fou r t h ,

take help of
hot water
bag. Place a
hot water bag

on your chest
or back for five-

10 minutes. The
heat will help relieve

the pain caused by cold.
Fifth, take steam. Cover

your face with a towel and
inhale the steam for about
10-15 minutes. Steam can
help release the mucus and
hence, eliminate the pain.

Headaches are common,
more so if you don’t prefer to

cover your head during the
chilly winters. 

ROSHANI DEVI shares
remedies that can help

relieve the pain
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According to Grand View Research’s
Market Analysis Report of Industrial
Hemp 2020-2027, the global indus-

trial hemp market size is expected to reg-
ister a revenue-based CAGR of 15.8 per
cent over the forecast period, a sharp rise
from USD 4.71 billion in 2019.

The expanding market of industrial
hemp is driven by the growing demand for
hemp oil and fibres in food and beverage,
automotive, construction, textile industries
and personal care. Additionally, low prices
of crop encourage farmers to diversify their
crop options, subsequently, increasing the
number of producers. Further, increasing
awareness regarding the dietary advantages
of its oil, coupled with the growing demand
from the personal care and cosmetics
industries is expected to drive the market
growth.

Unlike popular belief, hemp does not
have psychotropic effects on the human
body. In fact, its seed has many healthy ben-
efits and is actually 33 per cent protein. The
small, brown seeds are rich in fibre, protein,
and healthful fatty acids, including omega-
6 and omega-3s. Their antioxidant proper-
ties may reduce symptoms of numerous ail-
ments in addition to improving the health
of the heart. The nutritional power and har-
diness of hemp seed could significantly
address the global protein needs and star-
vation problems.

Raw hemp seeds are one of the richest
sources of complete protein as it is packed
with 33-37 per cent pure digestible protein.
Only algae such as marine phytoplankton,
AFA blue-green algae and spirulina exceed
hemp in protein. Additionally, 47 per cent
of a hemp seed is composed of good fats,
a vital composition of omega-3 and omega-
6. Here are a few benefits of hemp seeds:

May control the risk of heart disease
Hemp seeds contain good amounts of

the amino acid arginine, which produces
nitric oxide in the body. It is a gas molecule
that makes blood vessels relax and dilate,
which leads to controlled blood pressure
and a reduced risk of heart disease.
According to Pub Med, increased arginine
intake coupled with decreased levels of C-
reactive protein (CRP) and high levels of
CRP is linked to heart disease in the major-
ity of people.

Helpful in skin disorders
A balance of omega-6 and omega-3

fatty acids in the human body are signifi-
cant to the immune system and hemp seeds
are a good source of these fatty acids with
about a 3:1 ratio of omega-6 to omega-3.
Hemp seed oil relieves people from dry skin,
itchiness, inflammation and thus, reduces
the need for skin medication.

A source of plant based protein
Plants often lack the amino acid lysine

which is why complete protein sources are
rare in the plant kingdom. Hemp seeds are
considered a complete protein source as
they provide all the essential amino acids
and contain high levels of arginine and glu-
tamic acid.

Helps control stress and anxiety
Cannabidiol or CBD is considered a

cannabinoid which is leaf extract of the
cannabis plant. CBD is known to have ben-
efits on stress, seizure disorders, anxiety and
pain relief.
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With a drop in the
humidity and temper-

ature, our skin tends to get
dry, and if it is not mois-
turised, then it can lead to
flaky skin. Following a good
skin care routine, especial-
ly a nightlong moisturisation
routine and using products
infused with natural ingre-
dients like Cocoa Butter
and Wheat Germ Oil can be
beneficial in achieving nour-
ished and hydrated skin
during the winters. 

Additionally, for
cracked lips, one can look
for a lip balm with the
goodness of herbs like Sweet
Indrajao, and Carrot Seed
Oil, as these ingredients
help protect and nourish
chapped lips.

Below are a few tips for
good skin care:

Moisturise at bedtime:
Moisturisers and winter skin
care regimen go hand in
hand. As much as moistur-

ising skin right after a show-
er is necessary, moisturising
before going to bed can
help in waking up to healthy
and rejuvenated skin. When
looking for a moisturiser,
opt for one with ingredients
such as Cocoa Butter and
Wheat Germ Oil. Cocoa
Butter is known to retain
skin’s moisture and nourish
it as well as making it sup-
ple, while Wheat Germ Oil,
a rich source of Vitamin E,
helps protect skin from dry-
ing.

Protect your lips:
Winters and harsh cold
winds can leave our lips dry
and chapped and hiding
them under our masks can
do more harm than we
know. For smooth and sup-
ple lips, it is essential to use
a good lip balm. The best
way to choose the right lip
balm is to look for one
infused with goodness of
herbs and oils like Sweet

Indrajao, Carrot Seed Oil, or
Cocoa Butter, and Sal Butter.
These ingredients are
known to intensely mois-
turise lips to keep them soft
and supple.

Remind yourself to
stay hydrated: Keeping
yourself hydrated is impor-
tant during winter too.
Drinking eight-12 glasses of
water every day can help
nourish and hydrate your
skin as well.

Include seasonal fruit
in your diet: Veggies and
fruit found during the sea-
son not only taste good but
also contain ingredients that
suit the body’s need during
that time of the year.
Additionally, consuming
food rich in Omega 3,
Vitamin A, C, and E can be
useful in having moisturised
and healthy skin.
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In India, chai is not just a hot beverage, it’s
an emotion, slowly picking pace with the

developing tastes of India! With the upcom-
ing winter chill, VAHDAM® India, the digi-
tally native consumer brand shipping India’s
finest teas and superfoods to over 104 coun-
tries has launched Instant Tea Chai Premixes.

With a massive shift to wellness and
immunity boosting products across the
globe, Vahdam has upgraded the daily chai
routine by infusing these ready-to-drink pre-
mixes with the goodness of healing spices and
superfoods like Turmeric, Matcha,
Ashwagandha, Ginger, and blending it with
real black tea and sugarless whole milk pow-
der. 

A one-of-a-kind chai premix, these con-
tain only 35 calories per serving and are
sweetened by less than two grams of organ-
ic cane sugar per serving with Stevia. 

“Convenience is the key for the modern
consumer today. Celebrating India’s love for
tea and addressing the need for daily doses
of immunity, we have forayed into the mar-
ket of instant tea chai premixes,” said Bala
Sarda, Founder, VAHDAM® India.

Turmeric Ginger for energy: A cup of
wellness with turmeric and ginger for immu-
nity, fatigue and improved digestion.

Ashwagandha Cinnamon for rejuvena-
tion: An earthy cup with ayurvedic adapto-
genic ashwagandha and cinnamon for stress
reduction, better sleep and powerful antibac-
terial benefits.

Matcha Lemongrass for focus: A cup
fortified with the superfood benefits for
mindfulness, powerful antioxidant benefits
and improved overall health. 
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Last month, Delhi lost one of its finest col-
lectors and gallery directors in the world
of art — Virender Kumar of the presti-

gious Kumar Gallery. For almost 60 years,
Virender had been collecting everything from
miniatures to antiquity and specialised in con-
temporary Indian art, especially the
Progressives as well as Bengal School Masters. 

Among his prodigious collections, he was
one of the main patrons of great Indian artists
like the Progressives as well as Gopal Ghose and
Sohan Qadri. In fact, it is commonly said that
he would pay sums of money to them each
month for a work of art. With galleries in New
York and Delhi, his knowledge of both antiq-
uities and contemporary art was likened to
being a collector with an epicurean eye. In the
1990s, most of Francis Newton Souza’s solo
shows in Delhi were held at the Kumar
Gallery. In fact, when Tyeb Mehta moved to
Delhi from London, it was Virender who gave
him a small place to stay in exchange for a work
of art every month. 

Over the years, the artist with whom he
became closest was Francis Newton Souza. In
the 1990s, Souza would come and stay at Yatri
Niwas for a month and Kumar Gallery would
keep his suite replenished with canvasses, paints
and paper. Souza preferred to come to Delhi
during winter. Two important Souza retrospec-

tives were held in 1999 and 2000. Yet another
seminal retrospective was that of Gopal Ghose
in 2015. The Sunder Nagar Gallery is a quaint
and cute space for an art show but some of the
shows were held at Sainik Farms in the Kumar
estate. Yet another historic showing was
Krishen Khanna’s solo as well as a historic solo
of Prodosh Das Gupta. Most of the Kumar
Gallery buyers were the ex pat population from
the embassies in Delhi. 

Then Kumar Gallery would open the year
with an epic celebration series consisting of the
gallery series and a number of emerging
artists. Among these, one of Virender’s great-
est discoveries was Ashok Bhowmick an artist
of rare mettle who creates stunning figurative
with the cross hatching method. Bhowmick’s
solo shows at Kumar Gallery were some of the
finest you could ever glimpse in terms of com-
position, depth of vision and expression. 

Virender had a deep interest in Buddhism,
Jainism as well as the ancient sacred texts of
India. As an individual, he was deeply spiritu-
al as well as practical and knew his art. If there
was one person who Souza trusted it was
Virender Kumar.  The Kumar Gallery shows
always justified the dynamic nature of the art
they reflected. The very visuals of each of their
shows would denote imperial majesty, laden
with a certain ingenuity and depth of compo-
sitional clarity in the range of mediums and
expression. One of the finest abstract collec-
tions in the country could be seen unveiled in
chapters during their celebration shows each
year. Art for Virender Kumar was about an
expressive vision and depth. In his passing away,
India loses a collector and patron of the art
world who had a passionate desire to collect
the best.

The pandemic has changed
Indians’ outlook on health as

70 per cent Indians says they will
prioritise dietary and lifestyle
changes in 2021 to manage both
emotional and physical health,
according to a survey.

It added that 60 per cent
Indians say that they will de-pri-
oritise going to a gym. For 73 per
cent Indians, taste reigns supreme
in their decision to buy food
products and poor taste of health
products is an obstacle to mak-
ing the right dietary choices, said
the finding by Habbit.

A majority of Indians — 71
per cent, felt that their health is
worse off today than pre COVID-
19 due to broken eating and fit-
ness habits. There are a number
of reasons cited as barriers to bet-
ter health. These are lack of
time, poor taste of healthy prod-
ucts, and confusing technical
details of healthy products exag-
gerated by the inability to make
a choice among the various
options. 72 per cent of survey
respondents cite lack of time

while 66 per cent cite the poor
taste of healthy items to be their
biggest obstacle.

The survey respondents (100
per cent) correctly identified the
difference between healthy and
junk foods indicating high aware-
ness about the ill effects of
unhealthy options. However, a
bulk — 73 per cent, highlighted
that they would still consume
unhealthy options since they are
tasty, convenient and part of
their daily lifestyle. Taste, thus
reigns supreme in the decision to
buy food and a majority still
prefers tasty foods that also have
nutritional benefits over healthy
foods.

As per the survey, 70 per cent
respondents show a higher incli-

nation than before towards
improving their health through
dietary changes, whereas nearly
one in four, 26 per cent would
also like to make meditation a
higher priority. 65 per cent indi-
cate their increased reliance on
medical and nutritional experts
to help achieve their goals. More
than 60 per cent of Indians have
a reduced priority than earlier
towards traditional gyms and fit-
ness centres, owing to social dis-
tancing and avoidance of com-
munal areas in COVID-19, and
would prefer to exercise at home
or do alternate physical activities
like running, cycling or aerobics.

“The survey highlights that
the myth that diet is secondary to
exercise in the health journey, is
beginning to crumble, with
respondents realising the impor-
tance of nutrition and prioritis-
ing changes in diet over exercise
to achieve better physical and
mental health. This is the new
normal,” said Dhruv Bhushan,
Cofounder & CEO, Habbit.

He added, “As the pandem-

ic continues to shift consumer
habits towards being more
health-conscious, there is an
opportunity for food and nutri-
tion companies to win on taste
and fuel healthier lifestyles.”

“Good nutrition is vital to a
healthy life and is one of the most
singularly important factors in
overall health. The food we eat lit-
erally becomes who we are, and
influences our physical, mental
and even emotional well-being.
Complemented with physical
activity, it helps to maintain dis-
cipline of the body as well as the
mind. If the body feels good, the
mind will feel good. The pan-
demic has brought the impor-
tance of this balance to the cen-
tre,” says nutritionist and wellness
coach Avni Kaul.

The online survey was con-
ducted in the last quarter of 2020
with 2,428 adults across metros
in India. All respondents are in
the age group of 22-56 years and
have an annual household
income of more than � 10 lakh.
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Indian pacers Mohammed
Siraj and Shardul Thakur
produced another inspira-

tional effort in adverse circum-
stances but India were set a a
challenging target of 328 by
Australia as the Border-
Gavaskar Trophy headed

towards an exhilarating finale
in the fourth Test here.

The target is a tricky one
and the Indian batsmen would
get a fair idea whether to go for
it by lunch on the final day,
which is Tuesday. This was
after Siraj and Thakur com-
bined to share nine wickets
while dismissing Australia for

294 in their second innings.
Siraj (19.5-5-73-5)

punched way above his weight
with his maiden five-wicket
haul but couldn’t prevent
Australia from posting an
imposing target for his team in
only 75.5 overs of the second
innings batting.

At stumps, India were 4

for no loss with Rohit Sharma
and Shubman Gill at the
crease.

The highest target chased
at Brisbane is 236 and that was
seven decades ago which is an
indicator why this Australian
ground can be equated with
Fort Knox. The home team
hasn’t lost a game here since
1988.

Thakur’s dream Test match
also got better with figures of
4/61 and a match haul of seven
wickets. The most poignant
moment was his apparent joy
when he took the catch to help
Siraj pip him to the coveted
five-for landmark.

As Siraj showed that
scuffed red kookaburra
acknowledging the 957 people
in the stands on the first work-
ing day of the week, the most
generous applause came from
his partner in crime, who
walked a foot behind him
clapping with gusto.

It was the kind of day that
Test aficionados wait eagerly —
ebbs and flows keeping every-
one on the edge of their seats.

The possibility of rain adds
to the excitement and the
changing weather did affect the
contours of Australia skipper
Tim Paine’s facial expressions
which exhibited relief and
despair in equal measures.

Among the two captains,
Paine is supposed to be the
enforcer but this Indian team
hasn’t stopped surprising its
detractors with a spirit, which
has made this series one of the

finest played in recent times.
If Weather Gods don’t

decide to play the boss, there
will be an official winner but
certainly not a “loser”.

This is the first Indian team
which has earned well-wishers
in exponential numbers for sol-
diering on manfully without any
complaints.

A bowling attack with less
than four-Test experience (if
Thakur’s debut is discounted)

got 20 wickets without being
over-expensive.

Yes, a Mohammed Shami or
Jasprit Bumrah’s experience
would have been invaluable
but their absence showed that in
terms of temperament, India’s
next batch of pacers are game-
ready.

Yes, they would make mis-
takes but their predecessors
also made plenty on their way
to glory.
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An emotional Mohammed
Siraj struggled to describe

his maiden five-wicket haul in
words but sounded a word of
caution about the cracks on the
Gabba surface creating confu-
sion in the Indian batsmen’s
minds on the final day of
fourth Test.

Playing in his maid-
en Test series, Siraj
grabbed 5 for 73 in the
Australian second
innings on Monday.

He believed
that there are a
few spots on the
surface, from
where the ball
might rear up awk-
wardly when his
team sets out to
chase a record tar-
get of 328 on
Tuesday to win the
four-match series
against Australia.

“When they
bowl, obviously there
will be some confu-
sion, it will play in the
mind of the batsmen
that there are cracks
on the pitch but our
batsmen are prepared
for this. We will come
to know only tomor-
row,” Siraj said at a vir-
tual press conference.

When he was asked
if he would be required
in pursuit of the total, he
replied: “If I get opportu-
nity, then I will bat.”

“... But naturally

our aim is to win this series,
especially after so many
injuries, despite which our
team fought hard in the first
innings,” he said.

The short ball to get rid of
Steve Smith was his favourite
among the 13 wickets in the
series, along with the dismissal
of Marnus Labuschagne.

“In the whole series, I feel
it would be Steve Smith’s wick-
et, there was extra bounce
from the area where I thought

I will get it. He is the best
batsmen in the world

and it gave me a lot of
confidence, also the
wicket of
Labuschagne, it

boosted my confi-
dence.”

The 26-year-old
Hyderabad pacer
thanked skipper
Ajinkya Rahane for
his constant sup-
port and encour-
agement.

“Also the
kind of opportu-
nities that the

youngsters got,
whether it is
Natarajan or
Washington, all have
grabbed them, every
one has perfor-

mance.
“I will especially

thank Ajinkya Rahane
for trusting the young-

sters and showing con-
fidence in me, he was

talking me all the time
and it gave me a lot of
confidence.”
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Australian batsman Steve
Smith reckons that with

the Gabba track starting to play
a few tricks, staying patient
would be imperative for his
team’s bowlers when they
defend an imposing 328 against
a determined India on the last
day of the fourth and final Test
here.

India were 4/0 before the
final session of the play was
suspended early due to rain on
the fourth day. 

“I think the game is in a
nice place for us. I think the
wicket has started to play a few
tricks today, couple of balls shot
up,” Smith said at the virtual
post-day press conference.

“So, tomorrow it is just
going to be about bowling (in)
good areas and letting the nat-
ural variation of the day five
wicket sort of do its work and
hopefully we can hold on to all
the chances,” he added.

The rain factor is also
going to be a crucial one on the
final day but Smith would
rather focus on controllables.

“Who knows? That is a
tough question.”

He said the Australian
bowlers should remain patient
and not go searching for too
much. “The Indian players
have obviously batted well.
Obviously in Sydney, it was 130
(overs) or something, obvi-
ously it is a different wicket to
that. But for us it is just being
patient, not searching too
much, bowling good areas and
just letting it happen,” the pro-
lific batsman stressed.

“I think the more you sort
of go searching for on these
kind of tracks, then you prob-

ably don’t get the reward. So, it
is just about hitting good areas
consistently and letting the
natural variation of the wicket
take its course,” he reiterated.
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Inter Milan defeated champi-
ons Juventus 2-0 to move

level on points with Serie A
leaders AC Milan on Sunday,
boosting their hopes of a first
league title since 2010.

Arturo Vidal got his head
to a Nicolo Barella cross in the
12th minute for his first league
goal for Inter Milan against his
former club.

Barella added the second
seven minutes after the break as

Inter claimed a first victory over
Juventus since September 2016,
ending a series of seven match-
es without a win.

“It was a bad defeat, we did-
n’t expect it, we couldn’t have
put in a worse performance
than this,” said Juventus coach
Andrea Pirlo after his second
league defeat this season.

“Our attitude was wrong,
right from the start. We were
too passive, fearful, we only
thought about the defensive
phase.”

Inter are equal on 40 points
with local rivals Milan, who
travel to Cagliari, with Juventus
seven points behind the top two
in fifth.

“To win against a team
like Juve you have to touch per-
fection,” said Inter coach
Antonio Conte after his first
win in four meetings against the
club he led to the first three of
their current run of nine con-
secutive league titles. 

“I’m happy for the lads
because these are games that
give you self-esteem and make
you understand that we’re on
the right path. 
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Lionel Messi was sent off for the first
time playing for Barcelona as Athletic

Bilbao stunned the Catalans to win the
Spanish Super Cup on Sunday, a dra-
matic final finishing 3-2 after extra-
time.

Moments before Bilbao’s
momentous triumph was con-
firmed, Messi threw an arm at Asier
Villalibre, who had earlier scored a
90th-minute equaliser in normal
time to deny Barca victory.

Antoine Griezmann’s
double looked to have
sealed the trophy but
Villalibre intervened
before Inaki
Williams’ fabulous
strike three minutes
into extra time
proved decisive.

Messi shook off a
thigh problem to start in
Seville and was required to play
all 120 minutes as Barcelona
attempted to take the game to
penalties.

Instead, the 33-year-old lost
his temper at the end of a com-
bative contest, reacting to a late
challenge from Villalibre by swip-
ing his hands across the back of his
opponent.

It meant a first ever red card for
Messi in 753 appearances for
Barcelona, to go with his two reds
for Argentina in 2005 and 2019.

“After so many years in football,
Leo knows perfectly well when he is
fit to play,” said Barca coach Ronald
Koeman.

“We talked and he said he was in
a good place to start. He has survived
the game, given the maximum, noth-

ing more.”
Messi’s anger will take some of the

limelight away from Bilbao, who had
already denied the competition a Clasico
final by beating Real Madrid in the semi
on Thursday and now have completed the

set.
It means a title and the perfect

start for Marcelino Garcia Toral,
who only took over as coach less than
two weeks ago.

But there was praise too for
his predecessor Gaizka

Garitano, who oversaw this
team reaching the Copa del

Rey final last season,
which earned qualifica-
tion in the first place.

“This is for Gaizka
Garitano and his
coaching staff as well
who brought us here,”
said Williams.

LENGTHY SUSPENSION
After losing the

Spanish Super Cup final,
Barcelona is also in danger of
losing Lionel Messi for an
extended period after he hit
an opponent toward the
end of the match.

Referee Gil Manzano
said in his match report that
Messi hit his opponent with

“excessive force” while the
ball was not near him.

The Spanish football feder-
ation’s competitions committee

will decide on the charges against
Messi, and the player’s eventual sus-

pension could range from one to
three matches or from four to 12
matches, depending on how severe

the federation considers the
incident.
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SUCCESSFUL RUN-CHASE AT GABBA
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Former Australian captain
Ricky Ponting feels a drawn

Test series against a severely
depleted India will be a worse
result for the hosts than the loss
they suffered at home in the
Border Gavaskar Trophy two
years ago.

The injury-ravaged Indian
team has shown great resilience
and grit throughout the current
tour of Australia. In the ongo-
ing fourth and final Test, the
tourists are without their pre-
mier fast bowlers, skipper Virat
Kohli and a few specialist bats-
men. “I think a drawn series will
be worse than the loss a couple
of years ago,” Ponting told crick-

et.Com.Au.
“That’s the way I look at it,

considering how hard India
have found it going through 20
players in a series, (Australia)
having (David) Warner back for
the last couple of games, (Steve)
Smith back for all them that
they didn’t have last time
around.

“A draw would not only feel
like a loss to them but be a
worse result than last series,” he
added.

The series is locked 1-1 at
the moment. India need 324
runs with all 10 wickets in hand
on the final day to pull off a his-
toric win at the Gabba, while a
draw will also see them retain
the trophy.
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All eyes will be on the weath-
er forecast for Brisbane as

the fourth and final Test
between India and Australia
concludes at the Gabba on
Tuesday.

It’s been a hard-fought
series with the score tied at 1-
1 for now. And with Australia
getting bowled-out in their sec-

ond innings late in the third ses-
sion on Monday, we’re left with
promises to be an exciting fin-

ish to this India tour.
A win or draw will help

India retain the Border-
Gavaskar Trophy, while a win is
imperative for Australia.

Rain has already had a big
say in the fourth Test, with the
entire third session of day two
being washed out and play
being called off early on day
four as well.

As per The Weather

Channel, there is a possibly of
heavy rain in Brisbane on
Tuesday. There could be scat-
tered thunderstorms, with a
50% chance of rain.

There are more worrying
signs for Australia, who would
be keen to get a full day’s play,
as AccuWeather has also pre-
dicted the possibility of thun-
derstorms in Brisbane on
Tuesday.
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Smith believes Oz are nicely placed
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Brisbane: Leading pacer
Mitchell Starc on Monday
gave Australia an injury scare
after he grabbed his ham-
string but batting mainstay
Steve Smith remained hopeful
that he would pull through a
decisive final day in the fourth
Test against India here.

Starc looked uncomfort-
able during his only over of
India’s second innings, but
Smith expressed optimism
that the 30-year-old would be
good to go on Tuesday.

“I’m sure he’ll get assessed
by the medical staff and one
thing I know about Mitchell is
he’s tough and he’s played
through some injuries before
and got the job done, so he
will be hopefully good to go
tomorrow,” said Smith. PTI
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Skipper Virat Kohli will be back in
action after a well-deserved paterni-

ty break while senior pacer Ishant
Sharma will return after an injury layoff
to headline the pace attack when the
Indian team for the first two Test match-
es against England is picked on Tuesday.

Jasprit Bumrah and Ravichandran
Ashwin, who could not play the Brisbane
Test due to abdominal strain and back
spasms respectively, are expected to be
available after an extended period of rest
before the four-Test series beginning in
Chennai from February 5.

However, Mohammed Shami (frac-
tured forearm), Ravidra Jadeja (fractured
thumb), Umesh Yadav (calf muscle tear)
and Hanuma Vihari (grade 2 muscle tear)
will not be available for selection.

The new selection committee, led by

Chetan Sharma, aren’t expected to
spring too many surprises as most
of the fit and available players cur-
rently in Australia are automat-
ic picks.

The Indian squad will have
to enter the bio-bubble on
January 27 and with both Test
matches in Chennai,
the BCCI has decid-
ed to name a squad
for the first two games
(February 5-9 and 13-17) and
the squad strength will be
around 16-18 along with a few
net bowlers.

Ishant, who was
out with a side strain,
had recently made
comeback to competi-
tuve cricket with Syed Mushtaq
Ali Trophy and looked in good

rhythm. Along with Bumrah and
Mohammed Siraj, the three will man

the pace attack with Shardul Thakur
and T Natarajan as reserve pacers.

In the spin department, Jadeja’s
like for like replacement will be
Shahbaz Nadeem, who had played
a Test match against South Africa in

2019. With Ashwin likely to be
available and Washington
Sundar having a dream
debut, the slow bowling
department also looks settled
with Kuldeep Yadav as the
back-up wrist spinner.

The two wicketkeepers
will be Rishabh Pant and

Wriddhiman Saha
while for the

reserve bats-
man’s slot,

M a y a n k

Agarwal and KL Rahul will be vying for
a single slot. Agarwal is likely to get the
nod as the selectors and team manage-
ment might want KL Rahul, who had a
wrist sprain, to play some Vijay Hazare
Trophy and get ready for the white ball
leg of the series in March.

LIKELY SELECTIONS
Openers (3): Shubman Gill, Rohit
Sharma, Mayank Agarwal (reserve)
Middle-order (3): Cheteshwar Pujara,
Virat Kohli (captain), Ajinkya Rahane
(vc)
Wicketkeepers (2): Wriddhiman Saha,
Rishabh Pant
All-rounder: Washington Sundar
Pacers (5) : Jasprit Bumrah, Ishant
Sharma, Shardul Thakur, Mohammed
Siraj, T Natarajan
Spinners: Ravichandran Ashwin,
Shahbaz Nadeem, Kuldeep Yadav.
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Jonny Bairstow and Dan
Lawrence held their nerve in

a 62-run unbroken stand to
guide England to a seven-
wicket win over Sri Lanka on
Monday on the fifth and final
morning of the series-opening
Test. England ensured it did-
n’t have any more hiccups in
erasing the remaining 36
required on the last day after
Sri Lanka had set up a tricky
74-run target on a turning
wicket.

England had slumped to
14-3 late on the fourth
evening, included a crucial
run-out of its captain Joe Root
for just 1, before Bairstow and
Lawrence combined to usher
the tourists to 76-3.

Bairstow remained unbeat-
en on 35 off 65 balls and
Lawrence, who hit a gritty
half century in the first innings
of debut, finished 21 not out.

The second Test of the
two-match series will also be
played at Galle, starting Friday.
England swept the series 3-0
when it last toured Sri Lanka
in 2018. 


